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Abstract
The automotive industry today is getting more and more competitive with accel-
erating demand to attract car consumer with new technologies. Three-dimensional
user interfaces (3D UIs) support user tasks in many non-traditional interactive sys-
tems such as augmented reality and virtual environments. Although 3D UI re-
searchers and developers have been successfully identified basic user tasks, evalu-
ating the usability of 3D interaction techniques, as well as finding an improvement
of the usability of many applications, the researches and developments are still in
the direction of finding better approaches and to be more innovative to fulfill the
demands in the context of automotive user interface.
The concept of a framework presented in this master thesis is to integrate tech-
nology of the Qt framework that is widely used for traditional 2D interfaces on
different platforms and operating systems with the availability of open sources in
order to realize the goal of having the ability to import the external 3D asset com-
pletely, specifically in FBX format by Autodesk that is widely used in the automotive
industry. In addition, QML as part of the Qt framework that include JavaScript as
an easy Object-Oriented scheme to manipulate object properties such as position
and color of the graphical object is also integrated. The main aim of the framework
is to have a full access to the imported FBX asset that is created by digital content
creation applications such as Autodesk 3Ds Max or Autodesk Maya and visualize
them within the Qt framework.
With the newest technology of the Qt framework, it seems to be a promising
solution to develop an interactive user interface. Hence, the framework approach of
this master thesis is based on the Qt framework and Qt3D 2.0, in order to satisfy
the requirements and introduces a solution to satisfy the demands in multimedia
and 3D user experiences in the automotive industry. In the last fifteen years, Qt
has proven as a robust development environment that produces powerful and stable
software applications. Together with the abilities of Qt3D 2.0 that offers several
abstract ways to control the rendering setup that helps the framework to realize the
aim of this master thesis.
This master thesis contains a detailed specification and concept for the devel-
opment of a framework for 3D dynamic user interface application in vehicles. As
the result of this master thesis, some typical use cases for automotive industry are
realized as prototype applications in order to prove that the framework has the abil-
ity to load the 3D asset, specifically in FBX format, into the Qt framework and
rendered together with the components of the Qt framework as an interactive and
dynamic 3D user interface.
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In the automotive industry today, the demand of having an attractive visual-
ization inside the car keeps increasing. Among human-machine interfaces (HMIs)
found in vehicle cockpits, several devices such as head units, intrument clusters, and
control panels are having more and more interactive [19]. Nowadays, it consists of a
graphical user interface, a touch pad, a controller, a multifunction rotary knob and
some output facilities [20]. In general, the HMI has been used since the machines
were invented. Highlighting the purpose of creating an HMI is to make the human
use the machine easier and more efficient. The latest debut of a concept car called
Concept Intelligent Aerodynamic Automobile (IAA) from Mercedes-Benz that in-
cludes the 3D User Interface has been revealed at the 2015 Frankfurt Motor Show
[1].
Figure 1.1: 3D User Interface of Mercedes-Benz Concept IAA [1]
This chapter provides the introduction with some motivations and techniques for
this master thesis. From the history of the 3D User Interfaces, rendering techniques
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of the scenegraph using the Qt framework, the 3D interchange formats that are
widely used in the industry, ability of open sources to get the access to the 3D
asset data, as well as the in-vehicle communication network such as Controller Area
Network (CAN) and FlexRay. And by using the ability of the Robot Operating
System (ROS) that is able to store the data and provides the interface to the bus
system, ROS allows the user interface to get the real-time signal data from the car.
1.1.1 3D User Interfaces
There are several applications, approaches and researches in order to satisfy
the demands in context of user interfaces. The most popular approach is to bring
the visualization in three-dimensional user interfaces (3D UIs). Research in 3D UIs
has been rapidly increasing since emerged in early 1960s [21]. With such a rapid
increase in computational power alongside advancements in computer graphics, the
detail and complexity of models has risen.
3D user interface is a critical component of a virtual environment application
[22]. With the increasing technology, the problems have also been revealed. The
more features that are offered by the digital creation application, the more demands
of having the same capability have been arised for the 3D user interface framework.
For example, the ability of having a full access to all components of a 3D asset is
highly important.
1.1.2 Qt Framework
The latest version of the Qt Framework has been released with some promis-
ing features to develop an interactive user interface. It introduces a powerful 3D
renderer by optimizing OpenGL inside the framework, called Qt3D 2.0. Qt3D 2.0
provides a fully configurable renderer that enables developers to implement any ren-
dering pipeline with support for 2D and 3D rendering in Qt C++ and Qt Quick
Applications [14].
Qt Quick as part of the Qt framework, is a collection of technnologies within the
Qt framework consists of QML, JavaScript and Qt C++. Similar to HTML, QML
is a markup language that composed of elements. In typical user interface project,
the front-end of the user interface is developed in QML with JavaScript and the
back-end is developed in Qt C++ [23].
There are several libraries available to decompose the geometric models into
triangles, such as FBX SDK which is written in C++ and officially published by
Autodesk [24]. Or as another option is by using the Open Asset Import (Assimp),
a portable open source library also written in C++ to import many kinds of 3D
model formats [25]. With the ability of the Qt framework to integrate external open
source libraries with its development core to develop the user interface application,
the interfacing with these open source libraries can be realized.
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1.1.3 3D Interchange Formats
In the computer graphics, there are several types of an interchange 3D file format
that these formats can be opened in multiple different applications, and each one
of these applications has their own proprietary file format [26]. These formats are
used not only for engineering purpose, but also for high-end visualization.
FBX
One of the common 3D interchange formats is Autodesk Filmbox (FBX) tech-
nology. It is designed to enable workflows built around multiple 2D and 3D dig-
ital content creation applications and offers a solution to a complex interchange
challenge[27]. FBX allows to transfer many kinds of 3D data types across numerous
applications, such as Autodesk 3DS Max, Autodesk Maya, or Autodesk Smoke. It
also supported by several 3D tools and plug-ins like FBX SDK [27].
FBX has been around for a while in the Media and Entertainment industry. It is
a proprietary file format owned by Autodesk since 2006 [28]. It is a 3D asset exchange
format which is compatible to many 3D tools. The FBX format is also used widely
in the automotive industry, such as Daimler that use this format to model a large
number of geometries and high-end visualization. The FBX file format is widely
used in the graphic industry since it has the capability of animation information,
something that traditional 3D format such OBJ does not support. FBX is a nodal
format, with a root node and a tree of child nodes [27]. FBX files are normally saved
in a binary format, but they can also be saved in ASCII format. Binary FBX files
and ASCII FBX files both use the .fbx filename extension. The FBX file format
can store data include animation, light map, skeleton, meshes, and many other
properties. Hence, this format is one of the most common formats for developing a
3D model asset.
JT
JT is another 3D data format developed by Siemens PLM Software. Similar to
FBX, in the automotive industry it is used for Computer-aided Design (CAD) data
exchange. JT was designed originally as an open, high-performance, compact, per-
sistent storage format for product data. JT files are widely used in product lifecycle
management (PLM) software programs to analyze the geometry of complex prod-
ucts [29]. JT data format has been accepted as the world’s first ISO international
standard for viewing and sharing lightweight 3D product information[29].
As part of standardizing on the JT visualization format, collaboration and data-
sharing, in a unique program called JT Open, an influential community of software
vendors and end users are all committed. Through an open distribution of enabling
technology under a level playing field business model [29]. Jt Open is open for any
organization that is interested to join. This could be the software vendors who are





Another 3D interchange format that is just introduced few years ago by Sony Pic-
tures Imageworks and Lucasfilm is Alembic [26]. Alembic is an open source exchange
format that is becoming a standard for the film industry for exchanging animated
computer graphics between content creation software packages[30]. The Alembic file
format supports a number of options include polygon meshes, subdivision surface,
parametric curves, camera, hierarchies, NURBS 1 patches and particles [31]. The
difference between Alembic and FBX is the animated data has to be baked sepa-
rately before it is sent to other applications. Once the animated data is exported,
there is no more possibility to edit the animation. Alembic format uses an .abc file
extension.
1.1.4 In-Vehicle Communication
In mid-1980s, Bosch has developed and fulfilled the need to have protocols for
signal exchange through shared medium [15]. This medium is called as Controller
Area Network (CAN). The use of CAN has been increased very rapidly beginning
from its first use in Mercedes cars in early 1990s. It is designed specifically for auto-
motive applications, but it is also used in other areas, such as industrial automation
and medical components. Today, CAN has become the most widely used network
protocol for in-vehicle communication [32]. The car elements such as lights, doors
and windows, telematic functions such as car navigation systems and rear seat en-
tertainment, the functions for the electronic control of the engine such as Anti-lock
Braking System (ABS), Electronic Stability Program (ESP) and numerous safety-
critical functions to provide the control of steering and braking can be counted as
the applications exchange their signal through CAN bus system.
In 2004, a consortium of major companies from the automotive field has released
a product protocol called FlexRay [16]. It is designed to improve its predecessor,
CAN, to be faster and more reliable, however it is also more expensive. The FlexRay
protocol adopts a uniques time-trigger protocol mechanism called Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA) that provides the option to determine the data that arrives
within a predictable time frame [16]. It also has the same dynamic event-driven data
mechanism that is used by CAN to handle such large frames [16].
In order to get the required signals from the medium, e.g. from CAN or FlexRay,
Robot Operating System (ROS) is used. ROS provides a framework for distributed
software systems which are able to communicate through a publish-subscribe mech-
anism [17]. Since the bus system provides the signal data, these online data are
stored by ROS and it allows the user interface application to get the real-time re-
quired signal from the car. There are two ways of getting the data from the car,
e.g. signals, video or image data, via ROS, either get the data immediately from the
car without recording them or by enabling ROS to record the data and use them
1NURBS stands for Non-Uniform Rational Basis Spline.
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to simulate the environment on the road. Usually the recorded data are only used
during development of the user interface.
1.2 Thesis Contribution
This master thesis aims to develop a framework to create a user interface applica-
tion that has the ability to import external three-dimensional assets, and to produce
a concept of solution to render three-dimensional models and visualize them in a
vehicle as an interactive 3D user interface within Qt framework. Rendering graphics
using meshes as primitives is increasingly popular, therefore this master thesis will
focus on making use of available rendering technology from Qt framework, Qt3D
2.0, by combining its own classes with the open source libraries to import and parse
a complete 3D scene and take references from past development concepts. In addi-
tion, the framework also aims to work for any kind of application that requires to
have the 3D assets and able to be deployed in several platforms.
Thesis Organization
This master thesis embarks on producing a successful implementation with re-
search into current techniques, approaches and possible features of automotive user
interfaces in the Literature Review. This will provide direction for the project, eval-
uating work of others and preventing unnecessary repetition. The Fundamentals
contains the theoritical backgrounds that describes all the necessary theories used
for the framework development. The Requirements in chapter 4 will sketch out
how composition of a thorough requirements and specifications will be produced.
The Framework section in chapter 5 will provide the concept and imperative struc-
ture in guidance to the development of a framework for 3D dynamic user interface
in a vehicle. The Implementation and Experiment in chapter 6 will highlight the
key algorithms and methods used in successfully producing the right solution. The
Conclusion and Future Work in chapter 7 will review and summarize the final im-





Recently, the appearances by leading cars have successfully impressed people
with their interactive infotainment system that provide them with access to smart-
phones as well as assistance in navigation and parking assistance. Many of the latest
middle range passenger cars have now been launched with a more interactive graph-
ical system for navigation, diagnostics and communication. Meanwhile high-end
cars are beginning to offer connected car applications that delivering internet ac-
cess and value-added services to the consumers [19]. Demands for such innovations
are coming from several directions, as consumers expect improved user experiences,
mandatory systems aimed at improving safety, and car makers seek to connect more
closely with the consumers.
The automotive industry today is getting more and more competitive and with
an increasing demand to attract costumers with new technology, it has been evolved
a lot during the last few years. A three-dimensional user interfaces (3D UIs) is
one of the approach and evolution in the automotive user interface. Within 3D
UIs, numerous types of information system in the automotive industry have been




2.1 Existing Framework for Automotive User
Interface Creation
Figure 2.1: 3D Instrument Cluster in a 2011 Concept Car (F125!) from Mercedes-
Benz realized with the COIN framework / DBView from Daimler [2]
In the automotive industry, specifically in Daimler, there is an existing frame-
work that has been used for the last few years in order to realize three-dimensional
display system prototypes of the HMI concepts and display technologies for further
development, review and analysis. This framework is written in C++ in 2005 and
started with a diploma thesis in Daimler [2]. In the figure 2.1, it is shown a 3D
instrument cluster of a concept car from Mercedes-Benz as the result of using the
existing framework.
The 3D content, the description of the animation and the definition of interaction
are separated within the existing framework. They are communicate to each other
in a state-machine-based in which each state has particular message and treated
by others as desired. In addition, the configuration of these elements are done in
XML-based and if an element is required to be used, it can be configured in the
configuration file and linked it to other elements as desired.
In order to render the graphics that are specified within the framework to the
display system, the concept is to use the ability of Daimler in-house software called
DBView and VEO. The DBView was developed by Daimler VRCC1 and is based on
the graphics library of Open Inventor from the Template Graphics Software (TGS)
[2]. DBView contains of several modules and throughout the integration, DBView
modules can also be extended. These modules are DLL 2 files. And each module
contains a global object that can be addressed by DBView and by other modules as
well.
1VRCC stands for Virtual Reality Competence Center.
2DLL stands for Dynamic-Link-Library from Microsoft
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On the other hand, VEO3 is a software that was developed by Daimler Protics
GmbH, a subsidiary of Daimler AG and used for the visualization of 3D data [34].
Specifically for Augmented Reality visualization in the car, a sub-module of VEO
called VEO::Mixed Reality is used. In the figure 2.2, the software assumes overlaying
the camera image with several virtual information. It also reads the data via GPS
in order to detect the exact position of the vehicle, determines the inclination of the
vehicle on inclinometers and read various other signal data from the CAN-bus via
various interfaces[34].
Figure 2.2: Example of using the VEO: Mixed Reality [34]
The 3D asset for the existing framework is created with Autodesk Maya and
exported as an Open Inventor file format with the extension .iv. Open Inventor is
an object-oriented 3D graphics library based on OpenGL, which is used mainly by
technical applications for the visualization. It allows a cross-platform development
and can be used with the programming languages, such as C / C ++ and Java [2].
The description of the animation is written separately with the file name ex-
tension .anm that holds the animation properties that are in a state-machine based
and used by VEO. Within the animation file, it is specified such animation target
for each state, e.g. rotation angle or rotation axis. For further development, these
animation files can be linked into particular 3D object within the configuration file.
And each state can be triggered by particular event and configured as well in the
configuration file.
3VEO means ”I see” in Spanish.
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Figure 2.3: Component implementation example of the existing framework [2]
In the figure 2.3, it is shown a simple example of implementation with the
existing framework. In the center, the main role is hold by the MMI manager as
well as handles all communications running within the system. It also handles the
state machine. The inputs, e.g. voice input or controllers of the vehicle, such as
buttons or switches provide the user input to the system. The outputs, e.g. displays
or voice output, provide content produced by the system and give the information
to the user. Applications such as the navigation system realize various assistance
systems which support the user to do various tasks while driving [2]. The logical
component such as timer, implement simple building blocks that can be used when
configuring the controller. And the gateways provide the interface to various buses
of the vehicle, e.g. CAN or MOST. This allows part of the in-vehicle hardware
that provide signals, e.g. knobs, switches, radio, gas pedal and brake pedal, can be
addressed [2].
However, the existing framework has disadvantages. Since the implementation of
this framework is in XML-based, a lot of manual work with some separated files has
to be done in order to extend the implementation of the user interface, e.g. to define
the animation behavior of particular object. Hence, a new framework based on Qt
framework is required to extend the capability and solve such drawbacks by bringing
up the modern architecture provided by QML of Qt framework that is integrated
and centralized in one platform framework that makes the implementation become
more efficient, e.g. no need to have other external animation files separated to the
configuration of the 3D object since the animation configuration can be done within
QML together with the desired object.
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2.2 Automotive User Interface Evolution
Figure 2.4: The interior of Mercedes SL from 1970s compared to current Mercedes
SL [3]
In the last few years, automotive user interface has been evolved a lot compared
to the past user interface. As an example shown in figure 2.4, the comparison
between current interior of Mercedes SL and its predecessor. In a typical interaction
design, the analysis of the automotive HMI can be identified by the items specified
on the table 2.1[3]:
Item Definition
Controls Refers to devices that offer control of in-car functions
Feedback Describes the reaction brought by the controller
Mapping The ability to get to know what can be done by a con-
troller and where the location of the controller
Learnability The ability to understand how the system works
Modes The ways a device can be used for several functions
Table 2.1: Identification of the Automotive HMI [3]
In the interior of the car of the previous generation when the automotive user
interface has not been evolved, there were fewer complexities compare to the cur-
rent generation. Such as knobs, sliders, switches and other controllers were direct
communicated to the elements of the car with direct mechanical feedback or also
called as tangible user interface [3]. On the other hand, in modern automotive user
interface, it is completely a different way, in which it has more complexities and
more controllable elements within the cars, such as telematics, navigation systems
and infotainment systems.
Nowadays, there is a collaboration between tangible and graphical user interfaces
(GUI). The GUI behaves as the feedback interface from multiple modes for different
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in-car functions and systems. The elements within the GUI can be controlled from
numerous controllers inside the car, e.g. the touch input, buttons or knobs.
Officially unveiled in 2013, Daimler has released a new digital instrument cluster
in the latest S-Class that has two 10.2 inches widescreens with the resolution of
1440 x 540 pixels each [35]. These digital display technologies have been in the
automotive industry since the last 3 years. With the digital display system, it
allows the developer to improve and add more features that are integrated to the
functionality of the car in the display system compare to the previous technologies
which are still in analog system.
Figure 2.5: The interior of 2014 Mercedes S-Class [4]
An infotainment system in automotive is a complex user interface that allow the
user to interact with the in-car systems. It is commonly called as in-car entertain-
ment (ICE) or in-vehicle infotainment (IVI) that is the front-end of the infotainment
system composed of different Electronic Control Units (ECUs) and bus systems, such
as CAN, LIN or FlexRay [20]. By giving a feedback to the user based on user events
triggered via different input and interacts with the ECU of the infotainment system
via underlying applications [20].
2.3 Automotive User Interface Design
One common aspect of the systems now is that the HMI represents the graphics
from advanced driver assistance systems, status information from various vehicle
sensors, GPS and mapping, as well as internet contents such as traffic updates,
news feeds and social media notifications. User interface design is critical if drivers
are to gain the maximum benefit from interacting with the system without suffering
distractions or information overload [19].
Animations and visual effects can now be adapted to current requirements with
maximum flexibility [36]. When displaying the driver’s own vehicle, for example an
open door or a flat tire is displayed, and then the vehicle infotainment will correspond
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to the actual vehicle model, right down to its color. Zoom options are also possible
to specific components. An effects library is used for numerous display effects, such
as glowing, blur, and fading functions.
While the layout, graphics and control inputs must necessarily be intuitive and
ergonomic, the performance of the underlying system is also extremely important.
For faultless, distraction-free, timely performance on the road, the system needs to
respond quickly, accurately and smoothly without delays or glitches. For example
to animate the speed of a needle in instrument cluster, it has to be executed within
60 Hz.
Looking back into the era where the mobile phone was not as smart as today,
and has been evolved into a smartphone that offer a stunning display with several
useful features. In the automotive, such evolution has been developed and keep
being matured. It comes up with a digital instrument cluster and navigation system
in which the graphic capabilities and technologies are integrated to the system of
the car.
Three-dimensional user interface as mentioned above is part of the evolution
from two-dimensional user interface to have more interactivity and informative user
interface application [21]. For example, if the user interface application visualize the
car. By visualizing the car object as the real-time condition of the car, the user can
either get the right information and an interactive display. In a case when a car is
reversing and the display changes the view of the car object into back-view mode and
give an information of obstacles detected from which side, or when the user wants
to see if the tire pressure is as desired and the display will highlight into particular
tire. With these examples, it is shown that the advantage of the three-dimensional
user interface applications is to give more interactive yet informative display system
to the user.
2.3.1 Commercial Software Frameworks for the Creation of
Automotive HMI
In the creation of Automotive HMI, there are several commercial software frame-
works available. Such as Rightware Kanzi, NVidia Drive Design and Fujitsu CGI
Studio.
Rightware Kanzi
Kanzi is one of the products from Rightware to create automotive HMI which
is able to achieve photorealistic textures, graphics and effects, and allows developer
to leverage and reuse existing 3D models, images, and other branding assets. Audi
AG uses Rightware Kanzi to design its HMIs for Audi TT [5]. The solution provides
the drivers with a high performance and fully digital instrument cluster with a 3D
impression of the HMI.
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Figure 2.6: Instrument Cluster of Audi TT created with Rightware Kanzi [5]
NVidia Drive Design
NVidia Drive Design is another HMI design software tool chain and runtime
engine used for instrument clusters and infotainment systems. It is developed by
NVIDIA and used by automakers and Tier 1 automotive suppliers to rapidly develop
proof of concepts for evaluation, market research, usability testing, and ultimately,
final production [6].
Figure 2.7: Instrument Cluster created with NVidia Drive Design [6]
The CGI Studio Environment
Fujitsu CGI Studio, a set of 2D and 3D HMI development tools created by
Fujitsu Semiconductor Embedded Solutions Austria (FEAT) a major HMI tool
provider and development partner for worldwide automotive, industrial, and telecom-
munication customers, is used in many IVI and cluster based dashboard systems.
CGI Studio also supports OpenGL ES 2, which allows highly sophisticated graphical
effect including reflections, shadows, and many other related components [7].
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Figure 2.8: Instrument Cluster created with CGI Studio [7]
2.4 Add-ons of Current Automotive HMI
Technologies
Expectations for connected devices in automotive is increasing as mobile systems
are currently evolving. The car makers have to offer and integrate a smart IVI on
their cars to compete with the other automotive market leaders. The car makers
who are successfully providing an open, innovative, scalable, flexible and configurable
automotive IVI will be obviously the future market leaders [37].
Car consumers nowadays expect the same feeling on their cars while using the
user interface as their personal devices like smartphone that blend interactivity and
simplicity with practical use and latest technologies [37]. These demands affect
the context of user interface design with more complexities in interoperability and
safety for the car makers. A new phone-mirroring software from Apple and Google
have been released in 2014 [38]. They beam their mobile operating systems and
redesigned them with fewer apps for the car, from the smartphone to the vehicle
display. Apple has CarPlay while Google has AndroidAuto, and both are aiming to
keep the hands of the driver are on the steering wheels where they belong. However
it has only few features of the smartphone applied and the demand wants more
integration of the user interface to the functionality of the car [38].
As the result of a competitive market, some solutions have been introduced in
the last few years. These technologies are mainly a support add-on for the navigation
system and provide the useful information to the user. One of the current solution
is the Head-Up Display (HUD) that has been adapted from the airplane industry.
Another emerging solution is the in-car augmented reality as shown in the figure
2.10 that allow car users to be able to get several information from the environment
around the car, e.g. point of interests. Some other technologies offer a possibility to




A Head-Up Display (HUD) was originally used in the airplane industry that
allow the pilot without requiring to move their usual viewpoints to get the data
presented. In the latest years, a HUD has been introduced to the automotive in-
dustry that projected key information on the inside windshield surface above the
instrument cluster. Drivers can get all the important information such as speed,
warning signals and indicator arrows for navigation without looking down to the
instrument cluster or the secondary display [39]. In these way, the driver does not
need to move their viewpoints and can keep their concentration on the road.
Figure 2.9: Head-up display feature in Mercedes Benz C Class W205 [8]
Augmented Reality
Augmented reality is coming to the automotive industry, with navigation pur-
pose. An augmented reality itself means that the real-world real-time environement
elements are augmented by the system. Mercedes-Benz is currently developing an
augmented reality application for its in-car navigation system [9]. It provides navi-
gation information such as directions, street name, as well as point of interests near
the actual position of the car.




This chapter will focus on the fundamental concepts and technical background
that are used while developing the framework. From the basic 3D modelling until
the technologies that are needed in a vehicle to have the user interface framework
works.
3.1 3D Modeling
The term three-dimensional, or 3D, means that an object being described or
displayed has three dimensions of measurement, width, height, and depth [22]. In
3D computer graphics, 3D modeling can be referred to the process of developing a
mathematical representation of a three-dimensional shape of an object. It is basically
the creation of an object in the x, y and z dimensions of digital space using 3D digital
content creation tools like Blender, Autodesk Maya or Autodesk 3Ds Max.




A general question about a 3D framework is to provide ways to draw 3D shapes
and move them around and move the camera. This is, of course, a sensible baseline,








A mesh is a collection of vertices and edges which are probably triangulated that
describes the shape of an object in 3D space [40]. A triangle consists of its vertices
or corner points. In the mesh structure, the vertices are stored for each triangle in a
vertex array. In addition, there is a rule to specifying how the triangles are created
from the vertices that are stored in a vertex array. As an example, the first triangle
is defined by the first three values of the vertex array and the next three values
represent the second triangle.
Figure 3.2: Example of a triangle mesh representing a dolphin [10]
3.1.2 Material
While mesh describes the shape of an object, material describes the appearance
of the object itself. In the real-time graphics, a material is a set of coefficients
that define how the lighting should be applied to the model and interacts with the
surface [40]. In particular, there are many lighting models for such appearance
model. Often these model incorporate diffuse, ambient and specular parameters for
each color components(Red, Green, Blue, and Alpha) are applied to a surface and
multiplied by the amount of the light that strikes to the surface.
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The calculation of a realistic material can be varied exclusively. In the 3D
software packages, hundreds of settings can be made to specify a material to even the
smallest detail of the scene. The model for the calculation is considerably simplified.
For example, the properties as described in table 3.1 can be defined.
Property Definition
Ambient Color The color of an object where it is in shadow
Diffuse Color The color that the object reveals under pure
white light
Emissive Color The self-illumination color of an object
Specular Color The color of the light of a specular reflection
Shininess Adjust the size of the light
Transparency Defines the transparency of an object
Table 3.1: Material Properties
Illumination Model
There are three parts in the context of computer graphics, Illumination, lighting
and shading. Illumination defines the transport of luminous flux from light sources
between points via direct or indirect path. On the other hand lighting defines the
process of computing the luminous intensity that is reflected from particular 3D
point. Finally, shading defines the process of assigning colors into particular pixels
[41].
Based on the definitions above, it is clear that an illumination model is how
light reflects from surfaces and produces particular colors. For example, the light
source is reflected from several surfaces and then reflected through an image plane
of a camera. And specifically, it is called as local illumination model, in which the
shading of each surface is independent from the shading of other surfaces.
Light Source
In a three-dimensional scene, light may be either be emitted or reflected from
the objects. Generally, in computer graphics it is distincted between two parts of
light, light emitters and light reflectors [41]. The emitter is called as the light source,
while the reflector is usually the object that is rendered and reflected by the light.
The light sources are defined by their intensities. On the other hand, reflectors are
defined by their material properties. In addition, the rays of light consist of three
primary colors - red, green and blue(RGB). If a light ray strikes into particular
object, some of the color components are reflected while the rest components are
absorbed [42].
There are several types of light source that are used in shading to give different
effect such as [41]:
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• Ambient lighting: the illumination of an object that caused by reflected light
from other surfaces.
• Directional lighting: the illumination is emitted to all objects equally from a
given direction.
• Point lighting: the direction of the light specified from a single point, and
spreads toward all directions.
• Spotlight lighting: creates a model of a spotlight and the light source defined
in a single point, and spreads the light in a cone shape
Reflection
Reflection of light in three-dimensional is either specular or diffuse depending
on the nature of the object surface. In a reflection there are three rules as follows
[43]:
• The incident ray, the reflected ray and the normal to the reflection surface at
the point of the incidence lie in the same plane
• The angle which the incident ray makes with the normal is equal to the angle
which the reflected ray makes to the same normal
• The reflected ray and the incident ray are on the opposite sides of the normal
Figure 3.3: Illustration of the reflection rules [11]
3.1.3 Shader
In computer graphics, a shader is a programmable shading that is used to do
shading, as the production of appropriate levels of color within an image, as well
as to produce special effects or do video post-processing [44]. Shaders are most
commonly used to produce lighting and shadow in 3D modeling, by calculating the
rendering effects on graphics hardware with a high degree of flexibility. Mostly,
shaders are coded for a graphics processing unit (GPU).
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OpenGL has its own shading language, called OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL).
It is a high-level language based on C and can be used to write shader codes. These
languages are used to create shaders and executed on a GPU. The particular lan-
guages will be referred by the name of the processor they target, either vertex
processor or fragment processor. The vertex processor is a programmable unit that
operates on incoming vertices. Source code that is compiled and run on this proces-
sor forms a vertex shader that operates on one vertex at a time [45]. On the other
hand, the fragment processor is a programmable unit that operates on fragment
values. Source code that is compiled and run on this processor forms a fragment
shader. In addtion, a fragment shader cannot change a fragment’s position as well
as an access to neighboring fragments is not allowed [45]. The values computed by
the fragment shader are used to update frame-buffer memory or texture memory,
depending on the current OpenGL ES state and the OpenGL command that caused
the fragments to be generated [45].
Vertex Shading
Vertex shader is a shading program that runs on the GPU under vertex pro-
cessor. As the name implies, it handles the vertices processing. Vertex shader
transforms the vertices of a triangle from a model coordinate system that stores the
vertices of a mesh into the global coordinate system where the object is defined in
a 3D scene before the rasterization [46]. Once the coordinates are transformed, the
position and orientation of the virtual camera is represented, which is called as the
view matrix. This view matrix is applied to transform the global coordinates to
view coordinates. Another matrix is the project matrix that is used to transfom the
position of a vertex in view coordinates to actual screen coordinates. These coordi-
nates are computed and applied by the GPU to specify the position of a vertex on
the screen.
In addition, the vertex shader is also used to read additional vertex information
such as texture coordinates and normals. These information can be either manip-
ulated within the vertex shader for particular graphics effects or directly passed to
the fragment shader [46].
Fragment Shading
Fragment shader is also a shading program that runs on the GPU under fragment
processor.It computes the color of a pixel using the vertex attributes from vertex
shader after rasterization that defines the fragments and pixel positions [47]. The
fragment contains normals and texture coordinates and used by the fragment shader
to update pixel in the frame buffer at a specific location.
Various graphic effects can be used in by utilizing the fragment shader to the
model such as textures, transparency, reflection, shadowing or lighting calculation.
With the fragment shader, a texture is specified in a uniform sampler. There are
several number of sampler types for textures, such as Sampler2D, Sampler3D or Sam-
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plerCube. These various sampler types are separated into 3 categories, based on the
basic data type of the Image Format of the desired texture. These are floating-point,
signed integer, and unsigned integer [47]. The purpose of using texture sampler is
to get the texture color of each pixel on the texture image and applying the color to
the pixel of the screen. Additionally, the color can also be applied with effects like
transparency by manipulating the alpha of the texture or calculating the texture
color with the light color and light direction. The colored fragment will be passed
to the raster operation and calculated together with the pixel positions from the
vertex shader.
3.1.4 Texture
Textures are typically used for images to decorate 3D models, but for other
purposes it can also be used to store many different kinds of data. The texture
images normally created with Adobe Photoshop and exported as JPEG or PNG
format. These images will then be referenced by particular object of the 3D scene.
The pixels of the texture will be addressed using particular texture coordinates
which are specified and used during mapping the texture [40].
Texture Mapping
Texture mapping is a way of defining the colors of particular object and in
computer graphic is used to create fine detail on the surface[40]. It is an image
printed on a stretchable sheet as explained above. For each mesh, a triangular area
of the texture image is defined and particular texture defined is stretched to fit the
surface of the mesh. Each vertex needs to have the coordinates of the image position,
and these are two-dimensional coordinates, called UV coordinates [40].
Normally, the renderer uses two coordinates, u and v, to specify the indices
of the texture map. These texture coordinates range within the interval 0.0 to 1.0,
where (0.0,0.0) is conventionally the bottom-left corner and (1.0,1.0) is the top-right
corner of the texture image. Suppose a value of (0.0, 0.0) corresponds to the first
element of the uv coordinates array, whereas a value of (1.0, 1.0) corresponds to
the last element in the same array. In the figure 3.7, it is shown how a texture is
mapped to unique pixels in 512 x 512 image.
Figure 3.4: Mapping of Texture Coordinates
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The texture coordinates are specified for each polygon vertex. In particular 3D
file formats, such as FBX, the texture coordinates can be loaded from the scene by
using particular open source such as FBX SDK or Assimp. The resulting texture
coordinates are then used as indices for the texture map to determine the corre-
sponding colors [42].
Texture Wrapping
In texture wrapping, the first thing to be considered is how the texture should
be applied if the given coordinates are outside the range of 0.0 to 1.0 as mentioned
above. To handle that case, OpenGL provides 4 ways as shown in the table 3.2[12].
Wrapping Mode Description
Repeat The texture will be tiled
Mirrored repeat The texture will also be repeated as the previous
way, but it will be mirrored whenever the integer
part of the coordinate is an odd value
Clamp to edge The coordinate will be clamped between 0.0 to 1.0
Clamp to border The coordinates that fall outside the range will be
generated with a specified border color
Table 3.2: Wrapping mode provided by OpenGL
Figure 3.5: Wrapping mode in OpenGL [12]
Since Qt framework supports OpenGL to render its graphical environment, in
this master thesis it will be further used by the framework to specify the texture
wrapping mode and will be further explained about how it is used in Chapter 6.
Texture Baking
As the name implies, texture baking means to generate all the textures applied
to the surface of the model that contains the data such as UV coordinates, colors
and light effects that are used in the material into 2D images that can be applied
as a texture. Textures baking purposes to capture details and properties that are
too hard and/or time-consuming to handpaint and too demanding to be rendered
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in real-time [48]. An example of rendered UV texture map as a PNG file is shown
in the figure 3.6. Based on the UV coordinates of the image that are stored in the
3D scene, these images can be mapped into the 3D model which is explain in the
section Texture Mapping.
Figure 3.6: UV texture map for the body of the car
Figure 3.7: An example of mapping the UV texture map that is shown in the fig-
ure 3.6 to the car model
3.1.5 Camera
The first thing to do in the projection of the screen of a scene is to convert 3D
coordinates into 2D coordinates. To specify the projection, the points in the 3D
scene is used on a virtual screen space. The parameters of a projection will not be
entered directly, instead, virtual camera is configured and placed [13].
The common used of projection in three-dimensional is the perspective projec-
tion that is a geometric drawing that mimics how objects look to the human eye
perpectively [13]. In the perspective projection, the size of an object is dependent
on the distance from the camera.
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Figure 3.8: Perspective Projection [13]
3.1.6 Animation
Movements of objects are important and can be accomplished by altering the
object positions. However, the computer animation is not limited to the change of
positions. Rather, all the properties of a scene, such as materials, camera or even
the shape of an object can change in the course of an animation.
An important basis of the animation is the fact that the human eye has an
inertia in perception. This fact has the consequence that the human eye perceives
a succession of frames as a continuous movement from a repetition rate of 25-30
frames per second [49]. In order to obtain smooth motion, an animated parameters
for each frame calculated must receive different values. Even at low scenes with few
objects, hundreds of animated interpolation of values are quickly applied. And it
must be set for each frame.
There are attributes that have to be specified when creating an animation in
a 3D scene. Such animation needs to have an exact duration, target and clear
information about particular property that have to be animated. In some cases, the
animation properties are specified within several states with a state-machine. Each
state could have its own animation property and behavior.
3.2 Qt Framework
Qt is a well-known cross-platform application and UI development framework
since late 1990’s. With Qt, it enables developers to create graphical user interface
(GUI) application and run the program natively on multiple target platforms, such
as desktop, embedded and smartphones [50]. In practice, application is first created
for one platform and then built and run to deploy on different platforms. Qt has
access to the native features of a device and lets UI designers and developers design
and render highly-performing graphically-rich user interfaces [51].
Qt provides the flexibility and allows the designer and developer to create high-
quality user interfaces. Qt includes a user interface technology called Qt Quick and
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a C++ class library with an intuitive application programming interfaces (API) and
integrated development tools for GUI development [19]. Since the applications that
are created by Qt framework can be demonstrated on various hardware platforms
and operating systems, it can help to reduce the development cost and time since
the development can be started before any actual system hardware is released [50].
The Qt development framework consists of the Qt Framework API for C++ and
Qt meta language (QML). Qt supports all major platforms such as desktop, embed-
ded and mobile platforms. The development of using Qt framework is supported
with Windows, Linux and Mac OS X desktop platforms, with Embedded Linux,
Windows Embedded, several embedded Real-Time Operating Systems as well as
with smartphones operating system such as IOS and Android [52].
The latest version of Qt framework introduces a technology for creation of 2D
and 3D contents called Qt3D 2.0, which allow user interface designers and developers
to dynamically specify the 3D contents with particular properties.
3.2.1 QML
Qt Meta Language (QML) is the declarative user interface language that is part
of the Qt framework. It breaks down the user interface into smaller elements and
can be combined to components [23]. Within QML, it is defined how the look of the
user interface as well as the behavior of these elements. In addition, QML enables
the developer to enrich the user interface description with JavaScript code to provide
some logical components.
On top of QML, Qt Quick as part of the Qt framework provides the standard
library of types and functionalities such as visual types, behavior types, animations,
models and views, particle effects and shader effects. These functionalities can be
accessed with a single import statement.
QML Elements
QML elements can be separated into visual and non-visual elements [23]. A
visual element, e.g. Rectangle, has a geometry properties and normally present a
graphical area on the screen. A non-visual element, e.g. Timer, provides general
functionality and can be used to manipulate the visual element properties. By using
these elements of QML, it allows the developer to define the graphic architecture as
well as specifying the behavior of the user interface. The connection between one
element to other elements can be done easily by referencing each identity. Based
on the identity, the property of particular element can be accessed and manipulated
easily.
QML Components
A QML component is a reusable element that can be specified through file
based component. A file based component is created by placing a QML element as
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an external file and give the file a specific name that can be used by other QML files
[23]. This component can be used like other element as mentioned previously.
QML Transformations
A transformation in QML manipulates the geometry of particular object. In
general the transformation supports translation, rotation and scaling [23]. A trans-
lation can be done by changing the x and y property of particular object. While
rotation can be done by applying the rotation property that is the rotation angle
of particular object provided in degrees, i.e. 0 to 360 degree. On the other hand,
the scaling can be done by manipulating the scale property with a value less than
one means the object should be scaled down while a value more than one means the
object should be scaled up [23].
QML Animations
The animations in QML control how property changes. It defines the interpo-
lation curve when particular value of a property changes, in order to create smooth
transitions from one into another value [23]. Each animation is defined by specify-
ing target properties to be animated, an easing curve for the interpolation and for
some cases the animation duration. QML animation consist of several animation
element, such as property animation, number animation, color animation, rotation
animation sequential and parallel animation, pause animation and many more. In
addition, all animations that run within QtQuick are being controlled by the same
timer, hence they are synchronized that improves the visual quality as well as the
performance of QML animations [23]. There are several ways to apply the QML
animations. The first way is called as animation on property in which the animation
runs automatically after element is fully loaded. Another way is called as behavior
on property that runs the animation automatically when the property value changes.
And the next way is called as standalone animation that runs the animation when
the animation is explicitly triggered by calling the start() command as part of the
animation element or by setting the start property to true. In addition, it is also
possible to specifying the animation to run infinitely.
3.2.2 Qt3D 2.0
Qt3D was originally released alongside Qt 4 and saw only relatively little use [14].
The newest Qt3D 2.0 has some improvements from its predecessor and provides a
lot of functionality for modern 3D rendering backed by the performance of OpenGL
across the platforms supported by Qt.
Qt3D allows developers not only to visualize 3D contents but also to totally
customize and control the appearance of each object by using built-in materials or
by providing custom GLSL shaders. These controls are also accessible through QML
that literally extend the ability of Qt framework to create a 3D user interface. Qt3D
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allows control over how the scene is rendered in a data-driven manner. This allows
rapid prototyping of new or custom rendering algorithms. Integration of 2D and 3D
contents is enabled by the Scene3D element through QML.
Features supported by current Qt3D 2.0 are [14]:
• A flexible and extensible Entity Component System with a highly threaded
and scalable architecture
• Loading of custom geometry
• Comprehensive material, effect, render pass system to customize appearance
• Support for GLSL shader
• Support for textures and render targets
• Support keyboard input, touch input and simple camera mouse control
The current Qt3D 2.0 provides high flexibility that is supported by several plat-






On the previous version of Qt3D, it is offered both C++ and QML which is
something that can support the UI developers, but when taken together with a
demand to have a fully configurable renderer this led to a new challenge. In the
end, this has been introduced within Qt3D, called the framegraph [14].
There is something that differs between framegraph and scenegraph. A scene-
graph is basically a data-driven description of what to render, on the other hand,
the framegraph is a data-driven description of how to render [14]. Using a data-
driven description in the framegraph, it allows the developer to choose between
a simple forward renderer; or using a deferred renderer or including a z-fill pass,
when to render any transparent objects and many other possibilities. It is quite
easy to modify even dynamically at runtime without any modification in C++ since
it is configured within the Qt framework. A 3D renderer will likely change state
many times when rendering a single frame. The number and nature of these state
changes depends upon not only which materials (shaders, mesh geometry, textures
and uniform variables), but also upon which high level rendering scheme is used [14].
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Figure 3.9: Qt3D adapted from Entity Component System (ECS)[14]
Qt3D is an Entity Component System (ECS), an architectural pattern used
mostly in game development. In 1998, a game called Thief: The Dark Project is
known as the earliest game that is publically make use of ECS and followed by
Dungeon Siege in 2002. Qt3D follows the composition over inheritance principle to
allow for greater flexibility when defining entities by building out of individual parts
that can be mixed-and-matched for a different purposes. An application that uses
the ECS pattern involves the following:
1. Entity : A container for any components that can be added, usually hierar-
chical. Entity represents object of components but by itself is devoid of any
specific behavior or characteristics. (Entity can also have sub-Entities)
2. Component : Set of objects through which behaviors and data can be added
to an entity
From the definition above, means that a component is some pieces of behavior
or functionality in the vein of those that described for the objects. An Entity with
a Component attached will tell the system that it needs to be rendered and how to
render it. It builds custom entities by aggregating components that impart addi-
tional capabilities [14]. On the back-end part of Qt3D, the System part of the ECS
paradigm in the form of so-called Aspects is implemented. An aspect implements
the particular vertical slice of functionality based on entities by a combination of one
or more of their aggregated components. As an example, the renderer aspect looks
for entities that have mesh, material and optionally transformation components. If
it is able to find such an entity, the renderer knows exactly how to take the data and
draw them. If an entity does not have those required components then the renderer
aspect will simply ignore it [14]. The advantage of using ECS pattern is because it
uses aggregation rather than inheritance, in which it is dynamic to change how the
object should behave during runtime by simply adding or removing components.
Qt3D’s origin class is QNode which is a sub-class of QObject that is the heart
of Qt Object Model. It organizes themselves in object trees [14]. When creating
a QObject with another object as parent, the object will automatically add itself
to the parent’s children list. The parent takes ownership of the object; i.e., it will
automatically delete its children while destruction.
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Figure 3.10: QNode Architecture in Qt3D 2.0 [14]
In practical use, QNode adds to QObject the ability to automatically communi-
cate property changes through to aspects and also an ID that is unique throughout
the application. Components in Qt3D are implemented by subclassing QCompo-
nent and adding in any data necessary for particular aspect to do its work [14]. For
instance, when the mesh component is used by the renderer aspect to retrieve the
per-vertex data that should be sent down the OpenGL pipeline. Finally, QEntity
is simply an object that can aggregate zero or more QComponents as shown on the
figure 3.10.
The components of each entity could be the material, mesh or transformation.
These components should be defined as the components of particular entity with
a given identity of each component. A material component could have a material
effect that contains the rendering technique to specify which OpenGL version should
be used for the material [14]. In addition, within the rendering technique, the shader
programs are also specified. These shader programs can be an external shader files
or directly written in QML. The 3D model might has textures, and the connection
between the 3D model and the textures can be binded here by using the shader
and include the material component which has these material effect to the same
entity as the mesh component. Qt3D 2.0 has its own class to handle the texture of
the 3D model. It is called QTextureImage to store the image data that is used by
particular material [50]. This image data will be handled by the texture provider,
called QAbstractTextureProvider [50]. It is also specified within the texture provider
which type of texture, e.g. texture2D, texture3D, texture cube-map, should be used
by the framework.
Another component can be added to the entity is the transformation component
of the entity. These transformation can be a rotation transformation or translation
transformation [50], depends on the need. For each rotation transformation, it has
to have the desired axis in x,y,z vector and the desired rotation angle. On the other
hand, the translation target in x,y,z vector has to be specified to translate the entity.
Another component should be added to the entity to create the 3D object is the
mesh component. As mentioned previously that a mesh contains the vertices data
of a 3D object. And by adding these vertices data into the entity, it will be rendered




3.3 3D Parser Open-Source
Since within Qt Framework, developers are free to do a cross-platform develop-
ment, in order to be able to parse several kinds of 3D file formats, several libraries
have been researched during this master thesis to find the right approach to de-
compose the 3D model. Such open sources like FBX SDK or Open Asset Import
(Assimp) are used in order to get the access to all attributes of a 3D asset.
3.3.1 FBX SDK
Within the domain of 3D digital content creation applications, the FBX technol-
ogy is supported by a wide range of software tools. The FBX technology includes the
FBX Software Development Kit (FBX SDK). The data stored in the FBX files (.fbx)
can be manipulated over the FBX SDK provided by Autodesk. The FBX SDK is
used to create, access, or modify various scene elements such as meshes, parametric
surfaces, skeletons, lights, cameras, and animation data from the elements of a 3D
scene (FbxScene) [24]. A 3D scene is organized as a scene graph with a hierarchy of
nodes (FbxNode). The geometry of each building element is represented by FbxMesh
and attached to a FbxNode.
The FBX SDK allows software developers to create applications that use FBX
technology 1, or to integrate FBX technology into existing applications. The FBX










1FBX may also contain 3D Geometry in Non-Uniform Rational Basis Spline(NURBS) sur-
faces. But they are not reviewed in this thesis since they could not be directly rendered.
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The FBX SDK is written in C++ and has all references to the attributes of
the 3D scene in FBX format. It loads the asset in hierarchical data structure for
further processing such as rendering. In the automotive industry like Daimler, the
compatibility of having the FBX file format is really important since in order to
model a 3D scene, the Autodesk supported format is highly used.
3.3.2 Open Asset Import (Assimp)
The Open Asset Import Library (Assimp) is a generic 3D model importer writ-
ten in C++. It is provided freely under BSD license which are a family of permissive
free software licenses, imposing minimal restrictions on the redistribution of covered
software [53]. Assimp aims to provide a common application programming inter-
face (API) and a full asset conversion pipeline for use in rendering systems [25]. It
loads all input model formats into one straightforward, hierarchical data structure
for further processing such as rendering [25]. It includes configurable post process-
ing steps augment the feature set, such as normal and tangent generation, various
optimizations. Assimp currently supports many different common 3D file formats
for reading, such as Collada (.dae), OBJ (.obj), FBX (.fbx), Blender (.blend), 3Ds
Max (.3ds) and many more [25]. As soon as Assimp has loaded the model, all the
data can be retrieved as desired from Assimp’s data structures. Because the data
structure of Assimp stays the same, regardless of the type of file format we imported,
it abstracts us from all the different file formats.
Despite of its promising features for getting the attributes from the 3D asset,
it has few drawbacks when importing FBX file format. With the latest version of
Assimp, it is not possible to get several attributes such as mesh name, UV texture
coordinate scaling factor and transformation from FBX file format.
3.4 In-Vehicle Communication
When every manufacturer were developing their own network for their automo-
bile. Since the role of external component suppliers became more important in the
automotive industry, the cost of integration of new components to the in-vehicle
communication network increased. It is because the suppliers need to adapt their
components to different communication networks for each manufacturers. Because
of this, to standardized the communication network, a standard protocol for signal
exchange through a shared medium is required. This need has been fulfilled by
Bosch in mid of 1980s [54].
In the following sections, the basic operating principles of some important com-
munication networks implemented in modern cars will be described and their usage
in automobile networks will be explained briefly. As well as how the data in the
shared medium can be accessed through Robot Operating System (ROS).
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3.4.1 CAN (Controller Area Network)
The CAN bus was developed by Bosch as a multi master, message broadcast
system that specifies a maximum signaling rate of 1 MBit/s [32]. In cars, the average
signaling rate is 500KBit/s. It was designed specifically for automotive industry, but
nowadays, it is also the most popular field bus used in various fields like chemical,
electric power, and transport industry.
Since CAN is a multi master protocol, for every individual node connected
through CAN bus can send a message whenever they find the medium is in idle
position. This mechanism is also known as event-triggered communication. There
can be a condition in which a conflict may occur. When there is two or more nodes
are trying to send their message at the same time when they all see that the medium
is idle [32]. For this case, an arbitration is done to specify which node is having a
higher priority. The arbitration is done via the identifiers of the messages. The
lower the identifier, the higher its priority.
CAN protocol permits maximum 8 bytes of data to be sent through the bus.
When all the protocol overheads considered, a standard CAN frame can contain
maximum 135 bits [32]. CAN frame format is shown in figure 3.11.
Figure 3.11: CAN Frame Format [15]
3.4.2 FlexRay
FlexRay is a product protocol of a consortium of major companies from the au-
tomotive field, whose core members are Robert Bosch GmbH, BMW AG, Daimler
AG, General Motors, Freescale Semiconductor, NXP Semiconductors and Volkswa-
gen AG [55]. The first available specification of FlexRay Protocol have been released
in 2004 [54].
The FlexRay protocol network is quite flexible due to its topology and redun-
dancy support. it can be configured as a bus or a star topology. It is designed
to be faster and more reliable than CAN, but it is also more expensive. FlexRay
supports high data rates, up to 10 Mbit/s. FlexRay can have two independent data
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channels for fault-tolerance (communication can continue with reduced bandwidth
if one channel is inoperative) [55]. The bus operates on a time cycle, divided into
two parts,the static segment and the dynamic segment.
Figure 3.12: FlexRay Communication Cycle [16]
The FlexRay protocol is a unique time-triggered protocol that provides options
for deterministic data that arrives in a predictable time frame as well as CAN-like
dynamic event-driven data to handle a large variety of frames. FlexRay handles this
static frames and dynamic frames with a pre-set communication cycle that provides
a pre-defined space for static and dynamic data. Unlike CAN nodes that only need
to know the correct baud rate to communicate, nodes on a FlexRay network must
know how all the pieces of the network are configured in order to communicate [16].
FlexRay manages multiple nodes with a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA)
scheme. Every FlexRay node is synchronized to the same clock, and each nodes
waits for its turn to write on the bus. Because the timing is consistent in a TDMA
scheme, FlexRay is able to guarantee determinism or the consistency of data deliver
to nodes on the network. This provides many advantages for systems that depend
on up-to-date data between nodes [16].
3.4.3 Robot Operating System
Robot Operating System (ROS) is an open source operating system for con-
trolling robotic components [17]. With a large set of libraries, ROS is used for
creating programs that communicate efficiently, and with a flexible and simply data
structures [56]. ROS provides standard operating system services such as hardware
abstraction, low-level device control, implementation of commonly used functional-
ity, message-passing between processes and package management [17].
The fundamental concepts of the ROS implementation are nodes, messages,
topics, and services [57].
• Nodes: A node is an instance of an executable and can be a sensor, actuator,
processing or monitoring algorithm
• Master: The ROS Master have the responsibility of providing name registra-




• Messages: A message is a typed data structure made up with primitive types
like (Boolean, integer, floating-point, etc), array of primitives and constants.
Messages are passed between nodes in order to communicate with each other
• Topics: Message are routed via a transport system with publish or subscribe
semantics. A node may send out a message by publishing the message to a
given topic. And node may subscribe a topic which has been published. Topic
is used in order to identify the content of the message.
• Services: A service allows communicating nodes synchronously. Using services,
a node is able to send a request or receive a response from other node
• Bags: Bags are a format for saving and playing back ROS message data. It
is important for developing and testing algorithms by storing the data into
particular format and play it back to simulate the signal.
Figure 3.13: ROS Basic Concept [17]
From the figure 3.13, it is shown that nodes are connected to each other directly.
Nodes that subscribe to a particular topic will request connections from nodes that
publish that topic. The connection will be established over a particular connection




This chapter provides the requirement analysis and requirement specifications
of the development of a framework for 3D dynamic user interface application in
vehicle. The main focus is on an integration of importing 3D file format, specifically
FBX format, into the user interface and visualize the result in a car as a 3D user
interface application.
The application should be a useful system in its own right, by which is meant,
the application itself should be suitable for any platform to maintain its flexibility.
4.1 Requirement Analysis
The key focus of this master thesis is to build and implement a generic approach
to the framework that can import several file formats of 3D asset, specifically FBX
format, into real-time applications in vehicle, which will also contain the ability to
combine the application with Qt and QML technology. The main deliverables of
this master thesis are a concept and specification of a method to achieve the aim
and an implementation of the framework to create 3D user interface demo.
4.2 Requirement Specification
The following requirements based on the analysis and the concepts to realize the
aim are:
1. Combination of 2D and 3D objects
2. Access to the external 3D asset including FBX
3. Animation Engine
4. State-machine of the animation engine





8. QML type for the 3D asset
9. Run framework in different environment/platform
10. Interaction control of the display system
11. Object orientation and template usage
4.2.1 Combination of 2D and 3D objects
In the automotive user interface, such as augmented reality application, usually
contains both 2D objects and 3D objects. A combination of the two types of the
representation should always be possible. For such user interface application like
augmented reality in a vehicle, a 2D objects might also be needed for some informa-
tion. With the present of 3D objects, however the 2D object representation should
still able to be used. For example when visualizing a warning object of an event that
should always be in one position. Since it is separated to the 3D scene, the warning
sign should be independent for having a good recognition and good readability.
4.2.2 Access to the external 3D asset including FBX
As written in the introduction that there are several types of 3D format with
different properties and capabilities. The aim of the master thesis is to have a
flexible framework that has the compatibility with an external 3D file format as the
3D asset input for the framework. Hence, it is really important for the framework
to be able to import different kind of 3D file formats. Since in the automotive
industry, particularly in Daimler, Autodesk tools are highly used, therefore the
FBX file format that is owned by Autodesk is chosen as the main focus for this
master thesis.
Nevertheless, another file format,e.g. FBX, Collada or OBJ, should also be com-
patible by the framework to increase its flexibility. Once the 3D model is successfully
imported the framework should have the capability of gaining the full access to the
3D file formats. It allows the developer to extend the ability of the framework for
further development.
Vertices
As the main purpose is to visualize the 3D object it is important that the
framework have the ability to get the coordinate data of the 3D object. Once the
access to the 3D asset has successfully established, the vertices data as well as
normals, texture coordinates and indices should be able to be imported correctly




Another important attributes that has to be imported by the framework which
is the material attributes. The material attributes contain the information such as
diffuse color, specular color, ambient color, emissive color and transparent color that
has to be applied into the rendered scene, in order to get the right visualization in
the user interface as specified on the FBX file.
Textures
Normally, FBX file is followed by its textures. The FBX file contains links of
material connection to the textures. Based on these links, the framework should
follow the path and find the required textures. This textures are images mostly in
JPG format for images without transparency or PNG format for images required
transparency that are specified by particular links inside the FBX file. It should
take into account that the framework should also have the access to the textures
files, stores them into buffers and apply them correctly with a correct coordinates
to the 3D objects with an appropriate material.
4.2.3 Animation Engine
Animation has been widely used as a general technique to represent various types
of relations between elements. Small animated icons could convey functionality
better than static icons of the same size.
In 3D user interface applications, an animation to the object of the display
system is one of the most important element. To get the aim of having an interactive
user interface, the animation engine is really needed. Animated concept is one of
the most useful tools during the design process that help to communicate motion
and interaction. For each individual object in the user interface should be possible
to have its own animation property. For such automotive user interface like an
instrument cluster, for instance,to animate the needle based on the actual speed of
the car, it has to have the animation property as specified within the application.
Well-considered motion in interface design can help guide, provide context and
delight the users. Animation can distract the user and making the application more
enjoyable and engaging. The most basic use of animation is in transitions, but an
application can truly delight the user when animations are used in ways beyond
the obvious. Animation transition will improve feedback on user’s action, to notify
display changes, and to improve situation awareness in a distrbuted environment.
Such kind of animation could be done and handled by the Qt Framework.
For user interface applications, more specifically in 3D that has to have such
materials and transformation, the animation engine is really important to develop




Material as mentioned in Chapter 3, has a big role for an interactive user in-
terface. In more practical use is to achieve the desired effect of particular object.
Such material is used to specify color of the object surfaces. With the animation
state that specifying particular color properties, it allows the user to set the desired
color into the material effect. This material effect will then applied to the object
surfaces. With this kind of animation, the color effect animation will be displayed
interactively.
Transformation Animation
Similar to material animation, a transformation animation is also required as
part of the interactive user interface. Such animation is important to see how the
object or parts of the object move within the 3D space. For example to animate
only the door of a complete car scene. With the transformation animation, a more
interactive user interface will also be realized.
4.2.4 State-machine of the animation engine
To have an interactive user interface applications, the animation engine need to
have a transition as mentioned above. It is common for an individual object to have
several different animations that correspond to different actions or purposes[58]. For
example, a door of the car may have animations for opening or closing. Mechanism
having several animations are implemented by using a state-machine mechanism in
order to control the animation target and properties. It is using a visual layout
similar to a flow-chart, to represent a state machine that enable to control and
sequence the particular animation state.
Figure 4.1: An example of animation state-machine for Color Distribution
The basic idea is that an object is engaged in some particular action. This
actions are referred to a state. In a color distribution context as shown in figure
4.1, an object is in ”state A” where it has color A on its property. In general, the
object will have restrictions on the next state. It can switch immediately from any
state to any other or having a transition state. For example, if the object wants to
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change its color from color A into color B, which is ”state B”, it can immediately
change its current state to ”state B”. And able to immediately go back to ”state
A”. But once it is on ”state C”, it is not possible to go directly to ”state A”, but it
should go to a transition state before ”state A”, which is ”state B”. As well as for
”state D”, it has to go to ”state E” before moving to ”state A”.
The mechanism of animation state-machine mentioned above is needed to ini-
tially specify particular property of an object when an animation should be applied.
To make sure that the animation is as interactive as desired and applied to the right
target correctly.
4.2.5 Access to external elements
The user interface should visualize the right condition of the vehicle. In order
to give the right information, the framework has to have the access to the following
elements:
• ROS messages / Ros bags
• External simulation files
ROS messages / Ros bags
As mentioned in the Chapter 3, regarding in-vehicle communication that is
possible to get the signals and store them into such kind of recorded file called Bags
provided by ROS or directly access the ROS messages as the interface to the signals
of CAN bus/FlexRay or images from the camera of the car. With this access to the
ROS messages that contains all the information from the car, the framework can
correctly visualize and deliver the information to the user. It is important for the
developer during development and testing of the user interface application to have
the access to the recorded signals provided by ROS.
External Simulation Files
Another external component should be accessed is the external simulation files
to simulate particular signals to the user interface. Such simulation data normally
is an external file in text format, contains the simulation parameter value for the
user interface. The external access for this simulation file is required to make sure
that the object of the user interface is correctly animated as desired.
4.2.6 Shader Program
In computer graphics, one commonly used shading languages for real-time ren-
dering is the OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL). These shading languages are used
to program shaders that are executed on a GPU. It is highly important that the
framework have the access to import GLSL programs and apply the shader programs
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as the effect to the material. The material itself will then be applied into particular
object of a complete 3D scene.
The aim of using such GLSL is to get more interactive visualization of a 3D
object and to apply properly the correct material for each surface of the objects.
Due to a high demand of having an interactive user interface it is always followed
by a demand of having nearly similar to a real world, like e.g. the car model in
the automotive user interface, it has to show the car with almost the same feeling
when someone see a real car. For having such feeling, it is important to have the
programmable shading. Particularly if the model contains textures, then the textures
have to be applied into particular object surface. It is feasible with the help of GLSL
which process the color and pixel as explained in Chapter 3 and provide them to the
GPU. In addition, in cars OpenGL ES 2.0 or higher with GLSL shaders are used.
Hence, it is important that the framework has the compatibility with these versions.
4.2.7 Dynamic indicator
In such interactive user interface, an accurate visualization is highly needed.
To make sure that the driver gets the correct information from the user interface.
Therefore, the framework needs to have a dynamic indicator in order to accurately
inform the driver that the real-time value of particular signal is shown correctly
without any delay.
For example, in the user interface application, particularly in an instrument
cluster, in order to display the current value of a signal from the car. This dynamic
indicator should show correctly the real-time value of the signal that is coming from
external simulation file or CAN Bus. It should be able to be updated in a very short
time based on the current value of a particular signal since there is a particular rules
for such animation, e.g. a speedometer needle should be animated by 60 Hz.
4.2.8 QML type for the 3D asset
With Qt framework it is possible to create own QML types. This custom QML
type is required since the current version of Qt3D is not possible to load such FBX
asset. To be able to load the FBX asset, it has to have a custom QML type that can
import the FBX file and provide it to the framework, such as FBX source directory,
particular object name, and other parameters needed as the setup of the framework.
The special QML type should be registered within the framework and will be
available to be used many times it is needed. This QML type should have all
parameters needed in order to have the full access to the imported asset. This
kind of QML approach is quite useful for the designer and developer when they
want to extend their program within the framework. It is also proving that the




4.2.9 Run framework in different environment/platform
In order to fulfill the demand of having a flexible user interface, it is really
important that the application can be deployed in different platforms, such as em-
bedded linux, windows, or IOS and Android. Since with Qt, it is possible for the
developers to create a user interface application that run the program natively on
multiple target platforms as mentioned in Chapter 3.
To be more specific purpose for this master thesis, it has to be able to run on
several environment such as :
• Run on a Desktop for development (in Windows)
• Run on a Platform inside the Car (in Embedded Linux)
For future development of user interface in vehicle, a more powerful graphic
board such as NVidia Tegra K1 will be used to get a better graphical environment.
4.2.10 Interaction control of the display system
The user interface is the space where interactions between humans and the
system occur. The purpose of this interaction is to allow an easy and effective
operation and control of the system that come from the human end, whilst the
system will give a feedback information simultaneously to the operator to make
further decision.
Figure 4.2: A human machine interface normally involves hardware for the input
and for the output. Often there is an additional component imple-




Interaction with and control of information and assistance systems in a car is an
important element of the user interface. This has to be done in many options, such
as with keyboard input, with touch input, or with controller input like Rotary Knob
in a car as shown in figure 4.2. The input that comes from the hardware mentioned
above, is processed by some kind of recognition process by the software and do
particular action and give a feedback information. It usually involves peripheral
hardware for the input as well as for the output. The input from the controller of
the car, e.g. rotary knob, buttons, steering wheel, brake pedal, gas pedal or gear
shift, can be taken from the signals available in the bus system, since the car itself
is the interaction device for the user interface. In addition, during development a
Keyboard input is also needed. This input is important for the developer to simulate
the program before it is deployed to the car.
4.2.11 Object orientation and template usage
While implementing the framework, an object orientation and template usage
should also be created. As the ability that is provided by QML to have a file-based
component, that should be able to provide an object component externally as a
template to use the framework for several times. The QML object created should
be easy to use and accessible through any QML file to improve the flexibility of the




The newly developed framework seeks to provide solution for 3D user interface
that is capable to import several file formats, such as FBX file. The reason for this
is twofold.
Firstly, it has been reported that in order to develop a user interface application
in automotive, such a complete visualization of a vehicle which can be made of
high-number of polygons and only around 100 objects can be animated as an object
group.
Secondly, it has been shown in the newly released Qt framework which includes
the newly Qt3D 2.0 technology that allows the developers to specify their own desires
in order to make their application as interactive as they want. Thus, the use of Qt3D
for this master thesis is intuitive due to the powerfulness of Qt framework.
As previously described, the intention is to concept a framework which is flexible
and has the capability to access an external 3D scene. So there is a need to ascertain
the modelling concept from the requirements, and how this should embedded into
the real environment. Therefore it is necessary to combine all involved specification
elements into one model.
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Figure 5.1: Framework Model
The core parts of the model are:
• the exported 3D asset from AutoDesk Maya (FBX file)




• External simulation file
• Controller input
5.1 Exported 3D Scene
As an interactive 3D user interface, it needs at least one external asset that
contains a complete 3D scene. This complete scene will then be parsed and visualized
within the user interface application in order to fulfill the aim of the framework
to load the external asset. This framework focuses on importing the FBX file,
nevertheless it is also possible to load other formats, such as Collada file format
or OBJ file format. The required asset is created with the digital content creation
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software and it has all the information required by the framework such as meshes,
materials, as well as texture links.
5.2 Qt and QML
Qt as the main framework core in this master thesis holds the biggest role for
the framework. As mentioned above that the newly released Qt version includes a
technology in order to create 3D user interface applications. For this framework this
technology is used as the main core for rendering the imported 3D asset.
The main goal of the framework is to give the ability for Qt3D 2.0 to get the
attributes from the imported 3D asset and visualize them together with the user
interface application. To realize these goal, a development of custom QML type is
needed since Qt3D itself still has no ability to access other 3D file formats than an
OBJ file.
QML in this framework is the main part which holds the responsibility to handle
all the interfaces, the input and the logical components such as animation for the user
interface. QML in a user interface application is a bridge between software backend
programmer and graphic developer. Hence, it has to allow not only programmers
but also graphical developers are able to use the framework without touching the
backend source code in C++, it is important to make the application accessible
through QML.
Even though the focus is on 3D visualization, but it is still important to keep the
facility to use the 2D components of Qt framework. In QML, it is possible to mix
between 2D objects and 3D objects at the same screen. This feature is important
since it allows the developer to still use the features from QtQuick which are also
interesting to be used for particular 3D application as well as to realize the thesis
requirement to have such combination.
In Qt 5.5, all the objects are rendered under OpenGL. Although it is possible
to choose the version of OpenGL should be used while rendering, in this framework
it focuses on using the OpenGL ES 2.0 since the target platform to be used is on
Embedded Linux that supports OpenGL ES 2.0 version.
5.2.1 Building a 3D Scene
As explained in the Chapter 3 that Qt3D 2.0 applies ECS1 for its object hiear-
archies. To recall about what has been explained above that in ECS, it has to have
one Entity as its root entity. This root entity should have a FrameGraph and as-
signed as its component. And those FrameGraph should contain a camera as the
main camera of the scene.
1ECS stands for Entity Component System
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Figure 5.2: Simple example of a Scene in Qt3D 2.0
From the figure 5.2, it is shown how a simple scene is created in Qt3D 2.0. The
scene contains two child entities, in that each entity has a mesh, a material and a




components : FrameGraph {
activeFrameGraph : ForwardRenderer {






pro ject ionType : CameraLens . Pe r sp e c t i v ePro j e c t i on
f i e ldOfView : 60
aspectRat io : 2 .6666667
nearPlane : 0 .01
fa rP lane : 1500 .0
p o s i t i o n : Qt . vector3d ( 0 . 0 , 10 . 0 , −40.0 )
upVector : Qt . vector3d ( 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 0 . 0 )
viewCenter : Qt . vector3d ( 0 . 0 , 5 . 0 , 0 . 0 )
}
Conf igurat ion {
control ledCamera : camera
}
PhongMaterial {
id : t o ru smat e r i a l
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ambient : Qt . rgba ( 0 . 2 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 )




rad iu s : 5
minorRadius : 1
r i n g s : 100




Sca l e { scale3D : Qt . vector3d ( 1 . 5 , 1 , 0 . 5 ) }
Rotate {
ang le : 45




id : to rusEnt i ty




rad iu s : 3
}
PhongMaterial {
id : sphe r emate r i a l
ambient : Qt . rgba ( 0 . 2 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 )





t r a n s l a t i o n : Qt . vector3d (20 , 0 , 0)
}
Rotate {
id : sphereRotat ion
ang le : 180




id : sphereEnt i ty
components : [ sphereMesh , spheremater ia l , sphereTransform ]
}
}
The Scene created from the QML code snippet above will have two meshes of
Torus and Sphere shapes. Those shapes are stored in child entities of the root entity.
And each entity contains its own material and transformation. It is shown that the
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FrameGraph is assigned within the root entity and it has a property that requires
to have the camera configuration. It is also shown that the camera configuration
is using perspective projection with other attributes and provide them into the
FrameGraph.
Within Torus Entity, it has a Phong material that will apply red color into the
mesh surface, and it rotates the object with a rotate transformation as it is shown
above. And for Sphere Entity, its material will apply yellow color followed by its
transformation as well. As the result of the 3D scene above is shown in the figure
5.3.
Figure 5.3: Simple Example of a 3D scene created with Qt3D
5.2.2 QML Animation
In QML, animations are created by applying elements of the animation to prop-
erty values. Animation elements will interpolate the property values to create a
smooth transition. In addition, state transitions may also assign animations to state
changes. To create an animation, by using an appropriate animation element for
the type of the property that is to be animated, and apply the animation depending
on the type of behavior that is required.
There are many types of animation in QML, such as PropertyAnimation, Num-
berAnimation, ColorAnimation, RotationAnimation, etc. The documentation can
be found in the Qt Documentation [50].
For example, if the transformation of the Sphere object from figure 5.3 wants to
be animated with QML animation type by rotating the object. A rotate animation
in QML is using the axis-angle transformation which parameterizes a rotation in a
three-dimensional space, including the direction of an axis of rotation and an angle
describing the magnitude of the rotation about the axis.
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Figure 5.4: Rotation axis and rotation angle [18]
The first thing to do is to add a rotate transformation to the transformation
component of the object and apply particular axis as required. Once the axis is




t r a n s l a t i o n : Qt . vector3d (20 , 0 , 0)
}
Rotate {
id : sphereRotat ion




t a r g e t : sphereRotat ion
property : ” ang le ”
durat ion : 10000
from : 0
to : 360
loops : Animation . I n f i n i t e
running : true
}
From the QML code snippet above it is shown that the angle property of the
rotate transformation is animated within the number animation. Number Animation
is a specialized property animation that defines an animation to be applied when a
numerical value changes. The angle of rotation is animated infinitely from 0 to 360
with particular duration that is specified in milliseconds.
Another example of animation is to specify the states and apply the animations.
States in QML are property configurations where a property may have different
values that refer to different states. State changes introduce abrupt property changes
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s t a t e : ”RED”




t a r g e t : sphe r emate r i a l ;




t a r g e t : sphe r emate r i a l ;




t a r g e t : sphe r emate r i a l ;
d i f f u s e : Qt . rgba ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 8 , 1 . 0 )}}
]
t r a n s i t i o n s : [
Trans i t i on {
from : ”RED”
to : ”GREEN”
ColorAnimation{ t a r g e t : sphe r emate r i a l ; durat ion :1000}} ,
Trans i t i on {
from : ”GREEN”
to : ”BLUE”
ColorAnimation{ t a r g e t : sphe r emate r i a l ; durat ion :1000}} ,
Trans i t i on {
from : ”BLUE”
to : ”RED”
ColorAnimation{ t a r g e t : sphe r emate r i a l ; durat ion :1000}}
]
}
From the QML code above, it is shown that the material of the Sphere object is
animated with the states specified. The transitions hold the color animation during
state transition that produce a smooth animation.
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5.2.3 QML Custom Type
Figure 5.5: Registering QML Type
A QML file containing each element that is backed by a C++ class. The QML
code is interpreted by the QML engine. One-to-one relation can be established
between QML and Qt. The QML engine creates one C++ object for all the elements
in a QML file that are loaded.
QML is a declarative language where all user interface items are declared. These
items are stored in a QML file and are loaded when the application is started. QML
relies on Qt’s meta object system and can only instantiate classes that are derived
from QObject.
class CppItem : public QObject
{
Q OBJECT
QPROPERTY( int root READ root WRITE setRoot )
} ;
As illustrated from the code above, shows how a CppItem class can be used
in QML as a custom QML type. The QML engine has no intrinsic knowledge of
any class types. Therefore the programmer must register the C++ types with their
corresponding QML names.In order to register the type, it has to specify its version
by calling the function below before creating the application.
qmlRegisterType<CppItem ,1>(”CustomType” , 1 , 1 , ”CppItem” )
In this framework, it is necessary to create a custom QML type that is connected
to the Scene Importer and Scene Parser. Since in QML it is possible to implement
the high-level user interface logic in JavaScript, it makes the framework more flexible.
For example in order to add or edit a component in the framework application such
as transformation to particular object inside the imported scene as well as to change
parameters like color of a particular object.
5.3 FBX SDK
As explained in Chapter 3, FBX SDK has the ability to import a complete scene
from an asset in FBX format. This framework uses the FBX SDK in order to import
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the scene and get its complete components within the scene. The latest version of
Qt3D is not able to load several formats of 3D scene. Only OBJ format is possible
so far. And in order to extend the framework compatibility, the FBX SDK is used
to fulfill the requirement of having a compatibility with FBX format.
Once the 3D asset is imported, the FBX SDK has to initialized its SDK Man-
ager. With this manager, all of the attributes inside the 3D scene are accessible
by the framework. The attributes that are required by the framework are material
attributes such as colors and textures, as well as mesh attributes such as vertices,
normals, tangents and UV texture coordinates. By getting all of these attributes,
the framework can process the data further and create the right visualization as
specified from the digital creation tools. In addition, since the FBX SDK is a li-
brary written in C++, hence it is possible by the framework to utilize the ability
that the FBX SDK has.
5.4 GLSL Shader
The GLSL Shader is an important element to create the most appropriate ap-
proach for each mesh from the imported scene how it has to have the material on
its surfaces. The shaders are specified as the material effect by the framework.
It depends on how the material specified within the scene and how the developer
wants to use the material. The parameters that are used by the shader program
are bridged by the framework that allow the developer to specifying the parameter
through QML, i.e. diffuse color, light color or light direction.
There are 3 materials provided within the framework. These materials are Phong
material, Diffuse map material, and Cook-Torrance material. The materials are
chosen depend on how it is define within the scene and how it has to be rendered
from the QML. The sources of shader program that are going to be used by the
material should be defined through QML. Without these definitions, the material
provided by the framework will not work. Further implementation of these materials
will be explained more in Chapter 6.
As a comparison of a model that uses a Phong material and a model that uses
Cook-Torrance material is shown in figure 5.6. The left car is using Cook-Torrance




Figure 5.6: Comparison between using Cook-Torrance material and Phong
material
5.5 Parsing Process
Figure 5.7: Parsing Process Model
From the figure 5.7, there are several tasks to do in order to create an entity
consists of objects from imported scene. FBX SDK requires initialize the SDK
Manager that handles the importing 3D asset into the FBX Scene and create an
object that holds the whole scene by initializing a dedicated object for the scene.
This is so called Scene Importer.
Scene Importer is responsible to handle the imported scene after passing several
file filters, such as to make sure that the file is compatible and to make sure if the
file is existed inside the specified directory. Once the scene is ready to be parsed,
Scene Importer will tell the Scene Parser to start parsing the scene. Scene Parser
has a full access to the whole object of the scene. During this process, the first thing
to do is get all the data of meshes, textures and materials from the scenes. Every
single data is stored in particular private variable. Once the whole scene data are
completely stored, the complete entity can be created.
When creating an Entity, the first thing to do is to find its root node of a
complete scene. Once the root node is found, the attributes are accessible and
ready to copied to the framework. The distribution of nodes is done in the digital
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creation tools used to model the 3D scene. In the figure 5.8, it is shown an example
of nodes that are distributed in Autodesk Maya.
Figure 5.8: An example of node distribution in Autodesk Maya
The framework use the distribution that is specified inside the 3D scene. Based
on that distribution, the framework looks after the tree of node and process the
attributes from all the child nodes of the root node.
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Figure 5.9: Node distributions. Each Node may contains Material, Transform and
Mesh
The concept of creating the entity is to load all node objects created while
parsing the scene, and create the tree of entity as it is specified on the imported
scene. As shown in figure 5.9, the root node may have several children. Each child
of the root node may also have its own children. And each node may have meshes
and materials. This variety of condition depends on the data loaded from the scene.
Especially for material, it is dependent on each mesh. If a mesh assigned to have
a material,then it will be loaded as material component together with particular
mesh.
During creating the entity recursively, it is also register components, specifically
mesh component and material component for each object. In the end the tree of
entity will be the same as the tree of the object inside the imported scene. Once
the whole scene is completely created, it has to register its parent, in this case the
root node itself will become the parent node. The next step will be registering the
root node entity together with other entities specified in QML file.
The algorithm that is used to process the tree of nodes here is called Depth-first
search (DFS). It is an algorithm for searching tree data structures that starts at the
root and explores as far as possible along each branch before backtracking [60].
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5.6 External Simulation File
As mentioned in the requirement chapter that the framework should have the
access to the external simulation file. This has a purpose to give the framework some
simulation states from the file and treated as the signals come from CAN bus. The
access to the external file is created within the framework with a specified parameter
from QML. The external simulation file itself is a txt file as shown in the figure 5.10
with some signals parameter on it.
Figure 5.10: An example of an external simulation file
One value to its neighbour value of the simulated signal are separated between
a semi-colon symbol and in a row-wise. It means that in one row it is possible to
simulate several signals. The framework will separate those signals and store it each
into another to an array which is accessible through QML. Afterwards, each value
of the array can be used to apply the animation parameter to animate the user
interface as desired.
Since it is mentioned that the simulation file is accessed and designed in a row-
wise, the framework will access the value of the simulation file from one into another
row. It is also controllable from the QML file, how fast it has to move to the next
row. For example by using the Timer component of QtQuick, and set that the
framework should access the next row after 500ms.
5.7 Controller Input
A framework should have controller input methods that can control the user
interface and trigger the animation. For such interactive interface, Qt supports
several kind of controller input. The first common controller that is required during




The Qt3D 2.0 includes an input module for handling user input in applications
using Qt3D. It is also inherited from QComponent of an entity. It has several
properties that can be used to trigger animations or even to run a javascript.
property KeyboardInput input : KeyboardInput {
c o n t r o l l e r : keyboardContro l l e r
f o cus : true
onDig i t1Pressed : {
stateMachine . s t a t e = ”RED” ;
}
onDig i t2Pressed : {
stateMachine . s t a t e = ”GREEN” ;
}
onDig i t3Pressed : {
stateMachine . s t a t e = ”BLUE” ;
}
}
components : [ input ]
As an example of a Keyboard Input that trigger the state machine created
previously. When a key number 1 is pressed, it will send a pressed signal and trigger
the specified function. In this case, it will change the current state into ”RED”.
5.7.2 In-Vehicle Controller Input
The aim of the framework is to be able to run in the car infotainment system.
By getting the signal from CAN bus that is sent by the controller inside the car,
such as knob controller or buttons on the car, an interface between the signal and
the application can be made. With such interface, the user interface will react as
specified by the controller. While development process, these car controller can be
simulated by using touch input, mouse or keyboard since they are also supported




Figure 6.1: Framework Implementation Model
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In the implementation, several classes are developed to realize the requirements
as specified in the chapter 4. During the implementation, there are several use cases
that are implemented using the framework to prove the concept of the framework
to import an external asset file in FBX format with a complete scene and visualize
them as a 3D user interface.
As shown in the framework implementation model in figure 6.1, the framwork
needs a 3D asset with a complete scene as the input for the parser. Autodesk Maya
is an example of the digital content creation application that is used to create a 3D
scene with its textures and export the scene as the FBX file.
The framework implementation is splitted up into Scene Importer and Scene
Parser in which Scene Importer has the responsibility to make sure that the asset
file is compatible with the program and also make sure that the asset data is ready
to be parsed. On the other hand, the Scene Parser is part of the parser that uses
the FBX SDK to parse the scene. It returns a scene object that provides access to
the 3D scene. The scene object is stored in a particular FBX SDK variable. From
this variable, the scene data inside can be elaborated.
In the implementation a special class for handling the Scene Importer and Scene
Parser is created. The class is derived from QEntity that enables itself to be regis-
tered as a custom QML type as explained in section Parser Class. This QML type
will be the entity of the whole imported scene and can be extended as desired.
For further implementation after having the right scene as an entity, in order to
visualize the right information as the real condition of the vehicle, the framework
needs to have the real-time value from the Bus system of the vehicle. This can
be from CAN bus or FlexRay. To get the current value of particular signal, ROS
provides a recorded data taken from the car for the development process.
Nowadays, since more technologies are coming to the industry as mentioned in
the chapter 2, the output of the framework can be visualized within different display
system, such as head unit, instrument cluster or head up display.
6.1 Parser Classes
Figure 6.2: Framework module architecture
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Parser Classes consist of several classes that are developed within the framework
with their own purposes. As shown in the module diagram above, that the parser
classes have the relation to the QtQuick QML and the Qt 5.5 core that includes the
Qt3D 2.0. These parser classes also directly binded with the FBX SDK in order
to parse the 3D asset. The interfacing with the OpenGL ES 2.0 shader program is
done by using the material components of Qt3D 2.0. In addition to extend the func-
tionality of the parser classes, it also has a direct connection to the C++ Standard
Template Library (STL),e.g. vector.
Figure 6.3: Class diagram of the Parser Classes
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As part of the framework concept in order to realize the requirements of this
master thesis, several classes are implemented. The core part of the implementation
is called classparser() that derived from the QEntity class which is part of the Qt3D
2.0 that returns QEntity object. It derives the QEntity class because it can be
inserted to the scene graph of the 3D scene within Qt framework. Since QEntity
itself is a QObject of Qt, the scene object can be registered as a custom QML type.
It is created in order to return a scene object with its particular components, such
as materials, transformations and meshes that are imported and parsed from the
imported 3D asset.
Beside the classParser(), there are other classes that provide functionalities in
order to extend the ability of the parser. These classes are material classes and object
classes. The material classes are derived from the QMaterial class that is also part
of Qt3D 2.0 that return particular material behavior for the 3D object. On the other
hand, the object classes are simply derived from the QObject of Qt that provide
architecture for the sub-mesh lists within the 3D scene for further animation, e.g.
rotation or translation. Similar to the classParser(), it can also be registered as a
custom QML type and used to specifying particular sub-mesh properties that can
be used by the framework for particular actions, e.g. animating an object within
the 3D scene. In the figure 6.3 shows the class diagram of the parser classes. The
use of these classes will be explained further in the next sections.
The framework does several steps to the file specified in QML before begin to
parse throughout the Scene Importer. It checks if the asset file is located on the
specified directory or not. If the asset file is not located there, it will return a warning
message with related information. Once the asset file is found, the application will
check again, if the format of the file is supported by the scene importer or not. In
addition, the file specified is the variable called modelSource as part of the ?? class.
If the file format is not supported by the framework, the application will also return
a warning message stating that the asset file format is not compatible and abort the
import process. If the asset file is supported, it will start to process the scene from
the asset file by calling a function called readFbxSceneFile() from the classParser.
The detail shown in the flow chart below.
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Figure 6.4: Parser Class Initialization Flow Chart
From the flow chart in the figure 6.4, after file filtering process has been passed,
it begins to read the imported asset. Here several initializing steps are implemented.
The first step to do is to initialize the SDK Manager. Once the SDK Manager is
created, it creates the IO settings object of the scene. The next step is to initialize
the FBX scene to populated by the imported file. Once the FBX scene is created,
it requires the FBX importer to import the contents of the file into the FBX scene.
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From the FBX scene that has been populated with all the contents, the root node
of the scene is now accessible as well as all of the child nodes.
Begin from the root node of the imported scene, the scene parser will start to get
the node attributes by calling the function called getFbxData() that parse through
the imported scene recursively. By casting the mesh attribute of current node, the
parser has the access to all material and mesh contents of the current node. The
parser will start to process the material contents and followed by the mesh contents
of the current node.
6.1.1 Load Material
Once the root node is ready, the framework will start the parsing process by
loading the material contents of each node. The boolean function within the frame-
work called initializeMaterial() is used to process the material contents. It will
return true when all the material contents are successfully loaded. While loading
the material contents, there are four separate functions are created, in order to copy
the contents of the current processed material attributes into the material struct
data within the framework. Before calling all of these functions, a QMaterial will
be created first which is specified in the function called createFbxMaterial() that
will return selected material model depends on the characteristic of the current pro-




Figure 6.5: Load Material Flow Chart
Create QMaterial
While creating the QMaterial, there are some steps should be done before ini-




Figure 6.6: Material Class Flow Chart
As shown in the figure 6.6, there are parameters that have to be initialized.
These parameters are going to be used by the GLSL shader. The GLSL shader
itself contains of two separate shader, vertex and fragment shader. The location of
the shader should be specified from the QML. Otherwise the material provided by
the framework cannot be used. In addition, if these materials cannot be used, the
framework will use the standard phong material provided by the Qt3D 2.0. It is
required to add the shader code into the QRenderPass. Then the QRenderPass that
contains the shader program should be added into the QTechnique as the rendering
technique. This rendering technique will be added into the material effect together
with the parameters specified above. It is required to implement these particular
processes since it is part of the requirement for using the QMaterial of Qt3D 2.0.
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The abstraction of these processes are shown as a model in the figure 6.7 below.
Figure 6.7: Material Effect Distribution
The framework includes three kinds of material that can be used for the 3D
object. These materials are basically classes derived from the QMaterial class of the






The Phong material is the default material for the mesh of the imported scene
that does not have textures. It contains of several common parameters used as the
material effect, such as ambient color, specular color, diffuse color, shininess,normals,
texture coordinates, light position, light color and opacity. These parameters are
imported by the framework from the imported scene and will be used and calculated
by the GLSL shader program and applied them as the material of particular object.
Diffuse Map Material
The Diffuse Map material is used when the current processed mesh has a texture.
Thing that differ to the Phong material, there is one parameter type called as
QTexture2D that is basically used for the texture sampler of the shader program.
This sampler get the image source provided QTextureProvider when importing the
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texture source. The texture sampler will import the color of the imported texture
and calculate it with the other similar parameters as specified by the Phong material.
Cook-Torrance Material
The Cook-Torrance material is created in order to get the metal effect on the
model surfaces. This class has some additional parameters should be initialized
before the material can be used. The important parameters should be initialized
are the cube-map texture source which is typically an image of png format and the
bump-map texture source. Because the cube-map has six faces, it requires to have
six cube map texture image targets. Three images for the positive axis and the
other are the negative axis. These cube-map and bump-map parameters are also be
added together with the other similar parameters as specified in the Phong material
to the material effect. Before using this material, the material name that is going
to be replaced with the Cook-Torrance material should be specified in the QML.
In addition, it is possible to have more than one material to be replaced with the
Cook-Torrance material. Otherwise, it will either apply the Phong material or if the
material has a texture, it will use the Diffuse Map material.
Copy Material attributes
Right after the QMaterial created, material attributes from the scene is trans-
ferred to the material and store them in a particular struct. The attributes of the
material that are collected are:
• Name of the material
• Color properties(Emissive color, Ambient color, Specular color, Diffuse color,
Transparency color)
• Float properties(Opacity, Shininess and Transparency)
• Texture of the material
The name of the material is required to give the QMaterial component a specific
ID for further purpose by calling the function called copyFbxMaterialName(). The
color properties are the attributes that specify the material colors such as diffuse
color, specular color, ambient color, emisive color and transparent color. These
colors are transferred and used as the QMaterial parameters in the function called
copyFbxMaterialColor(). The float attributes of the material contain of the shininess
factor, the reflection factor and the transparency factor are copied by the function
called copyFbxMaterialFloatProperties(). These attributes are also used by the cre-
ated QMaterial. The last part of getting the attributes of the material is to get the
texture attributes by calling the function called copyFbxMaterialTextures().
In order to load the texture, the texture image is stored in the QTextureImage
as the object and store it in the struct of the material. It is also required to specify
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the wrapping mode of the texture here either should be repeated or not. Because
there is a possibility that the texture will be stretched when the texture coordinates
are outside the range of 0.0 to 1.0. It could be any wrapping mode specified here,
but since it only needs to be repeated at the moment, it is always set to be repeated,
in which the original coordinates will be ignored and the texture will be repeated
following the pattern that has been scaled.
Once all the attributes are successfully loaded and transferred into the QMate-
rial, all of the attributes are store into the material struct of the framework and will
be used further when creating the entity. It has the same index as the loaded mesh
since it is recursively called together when loading the mesh.
6.1.2 Load FBX Mesh
Figure 6.8: Load Mesh Flow Chart
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After getting all the material attributes, the framework will continue the parsing
process by processing the mesh attributes of the current node within the function
called initializeMesh(). Similar to the initialize function for material, it is also a
boolean function that will return true if the current mesh has successfully loaded.
Otherwise the framework will return a message with a parsing failure information.
The QMesh pointer is initialized here to store all the attributes that are going to
be loaded in this process. In the beginning of processing the mesh attributes, it
will first check if the current mesh has UV texture coordinates and tangent or not.
This is required to specifying the buffer size to store the mesh attributes. The next
step is to get the number of vertices of the current polygon in the current processed
mesh. Based on that number, the scene parser will iterate over the mesh attributes.
The first attribute to be loaded is the vertices followed by the normals. And if the
framework detects that the current mesh has tangent, it will process the tangent
attributes as well as if it has UV texture coordinates otherwise it will skip these
parts and have a smaller buffer size.
There is a special case applied when loading the UV texture coordinates. The
framework also has an access to get the UV scaling factor of the current mesh. And
if the scaling factor is greater than one, it means that the texture of the current mesh
should be scaled. In default, the framework loads the UV texture coordinates of the
current mesh to determine which pixel from the texture being used should be shown
at a given points on the surface of the model. These coordinates are contain two-
component for each mesh with values ranging from 0 to 1. The framework will match
the scale factors multiply them with the loaded UV texture coordinates. In order
to scale the UV texture coordinate, a matrix calculation is applied by calculating
each U and V values with the scaling factor. Once all mentioned attributes above
are successfully stored into the vertex buffer, it will be stored as the vertex buffer
of the QMesh.
The next step is to load the indices of the current mesh. It has its own buffer
prepared to store the indices attributes. Here it is different than the previous step
when loading the vertices data that the framework will iterate over the number of
polygon multiply with the polygon size and it loads and stores the indices to the
index buffer.The index buffer will then be stored together with the vertices buffer
in the same QMesh with the current mesh name as the identity and the mesh index
that are going to be used for further process. In addition, the availability of the
mesh based on its name is needed for the application that use the framework to
access particular mesh through QML.
6.1.3 Create Entity
The next part of the framework implementation is to create the entity of a
complete scene. The classParser itself will become the parent entity of the whole
entities inside the imported scene.
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Figure 6.9: Create Scene Entity Flow Chart
From the figure 6.9, the flow chart of a recursive process to create the entity is
shown. The first thing to do is to get the root node and set it as the root parent
entity for the whole scene entities. This process is started from the function called
sceneFBX that will return the parent entity to the class. Similar with the process
when loading the mesh attributes, while creating the entity tree it also goes through
the scene recursively. The child entities are then processed by the QEntity function
called nodeFBX() that will return each child entity to the root entity. In addition, a
struct called SceneImporter has sub-variables which hold all the data for materials,
transformations and meshes of the imported scene that has been filled with the
attributes while parsing the 3D scene.
Once the root entity has been defined, it starts specifying the meshes iterately
as much as number of meshes in current node. Here, an entity of each mesh from the
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imported scene is created. In the end, each entity will contain material component,
transformation component and mesh component. From the imported scene, it is
possible to know if a mesh needs a material. With this ability, when creating an
entity it is possible to match a mesh with particular material as specified inside the
imported scene. If a mesh contains a material, then it will include material and add
the material as specified when the materials are loaded as the component within
the entity together with the mesh component and transformation component. If the
current mesh does not have a material, the framework will simply apply the standard
phong material that is provided by the Qt3D 2.0 as the material component.
The structuring of the tree is done by the framework as mentioned previously.
If a node has a child node, then it will apply the same step to process the child node
recursively until the furthest child node is successfully created.
Figure 6.10: An example of accessing node tree recursively
As an abstraction of the process to create the entity in the figure 6.10, it is
shown how the scene is created in a complete tree of nodes that has several children.
The number represents the sequence of which node will be executed first. Each node
may contains several mesh components with or without material components and a
transformation component. As it is explained in the Chapter 3, that this recursive
algorithm is called as Depth-first search.
6.2 Use Case Implementation
During the use case implementation, the framework with the parser classes are
used and combined together with QtQuick components through QtScene3D. The
main program of the use case implementation is called FBXQtParser . It is ba-
sically a set of tools to build and run an application with the Qt 5.5.0 Framework.
FBXQtParser is created to run a GUI application with sets of QML files.
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Figure 6.11: The parser classes should be integrated with the main program of the
framework by including the classParser.cpp
The framework itself has its own main program called main.cpp. It includes all
the setup in detail to run the application within Qt framework. Since the parser
classes are implemented separately, it has to be included within the main.cpp. And
to be able to use the parser classes, a dedicated QML type has to be registered
within the main.cpp. It is shown how to register the QML type in the code snippet
below.
qmlRegisterType<c l a s sPa r s e r >(”com . daimler . f bxpar s e r ” , 1 , 0 , ”FBXParser” ) ;
The QML files represent the example of loading FBX asset as the 3D asset and
visualize them together with other components as a user interface application. In
this use case implementation, it is shown that within the framework, it is possible to
manipulate the components of the 3D entity such as changing its color and animate
the transformation by interpolating particular parameters.
The current setup of the use case implementation creates a user interface appli-
cation window in a resolution of 1920 x 720 that is specified through the window
component in QML. It loads one QML file as the main window. Inside this QML it
is shown that it is still possible to use 2D objects where a 3D screen is also there.
The Color Selector widget and the Slider is basically the 2D objects. On the other
hand, the 3D scene is specified with a component from QtQuick, called Scene3D.
Within the Scene3D, it is possible to create the root entity of the 3D object as
well as specifying the Framegraph. Since the main purpose of having this application




6.2.1 Implementation with Car Model as the FBX Asset
Figure 6.12: A 3D User Interface Application with car model in FBX format as
the asset
In the figure 6.12, it is shown how the framework is implemented with the FBX
file as the asset and it is possible to animate the attributes of the asset within the
application. In this application it is shown how to change the color of particular
part of the car and modify particular transformation.
FBXParser QML Type
FBXParser is a QML type created particularly to load a 3D asset in FBX format.
It is created in C++, deriving a class called QEntity from Qt3D in order to create
an Entity. The object of this class is created and registered as QML type during
application startup from the main.cpp and can be used along with other QML types.
FBXParser{
id : pa r s e r
property c o l o r carColor : Qt . rgba ( 1 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 )
mate r i a lTr i gge r : fa l se
r o t a t i onTr i g g e r : fa l se
t r an s l a t i o nT r i g g e r : fa l se
modelSource : ” . . / obj /ACLASS. fbx ”
subMeshNamesforMaterialColor : [
ChildMesh{ id : mesh1 ; name : ” Kar r o s s e r i e ” ;





id : doorMesh ;
name : ”Tuer VL” ;
ro tat ionAng le : 40 ;
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r o ta t i onAx i s : Qt . vector3d ( 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 , 0 . 0 )




cooktorranceShaderSource : ” . . / CookTorrance”
cookTorranceCubeMap : ” . . / r s t ud i o ”
cookTorranceFormat : ” . png”
cookTorranceMater ia lL i s t : [ ”Karosser ie Mat ” , ”Felge ” ]
cookTorranceLightColor : l i g h tCo l o r
// Di f f u s e Map shader source
di f fuseMapShaderSource : ” . . / shaders / e s2 shade r / di f fusemap ”
//Phong r e f l e c t i o n shader source
phongShaderSource : ” . . / shaders / e s2 shade r / phongmater ia l ”
}
FBXParser has several properties need to be setup in QML. Since it is an entity
class, the way it is renderred is the same as to create a normal entity as explained
in the previous chapter. However, since the FBXParser is a custom QML type,
therefore it is possible to manipulate particular properties of the parser classes.
Within the class there are several QProperty should be initialized such as:
• modelSource: property to initialize the 3D model source file located
• subMeshNamesColor : list of meshes to be animated with material color
changes
• subMeshTransform : list of meshes to be transformed
modelSource has to be set initially so that the parser knows where the model is
located. Based on specified parameter, the parser will search and look after the file.
It is possible to specify the file with relative path or absolute path since it is done
inside the class to handle the path.
subMeshNamesforMaterialColor is a list of mesh properties to specify one or
more meshes should be animated with material color changes. When specifying the
mesh, it should always followed by the color target. Otherwise the framework will
not process the animation. The color can be based on RGBA(Red, Green, Blue and
Alpha), HSV( Hue, Saturation and Value), CMYK (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and
Black), HTML Hex Code or directly stated the color name, e.g. ”Red”, ”Black”,
”Blue”, etc. There are two ways to animate the material color of particular mesh.
The first way is by animating the color of the material in a burst for all meshes spec-
ified on the list. Then the material colors that are used by the meshes specified on
the list will be animated into the color target. Another way is by directly invokes the
function called updateMaterialColor() within the framework. This function requires
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to have the mesh name and the color target as the input to animate the material of
the specified name.
As it is shown in the code snippet above, it is also important to define the shader
code initially from QML. This shader source is required by the framework to apply
the shading program to the surface of the objects as their material. Especially to
apply the Cook-Torrance material for particular object, it has to be specified with
additional parameters, such as its cube-map source, format of the cube-map source
and list of materials that are going to be replaced with the cook-torrance model.
These parameters are important otherwise the cook-torrance will not be applied
to the desired surface and will apply the another material, either Phong material
or Diffuse Map material. In addition, these two other materials are also required
to have their shader source defined through QML. The framework will internally
specifying two shaders, fragment and vertex, from the specified sources.
subMeshTransformation is similar to subMeshNamesforMaterialColor that con-
tains a list of mesh properties to specify one or more meshes should be animated with
transformations. There are also two ways to apply the transformation of particular
mesh. To do the animation in a burst, meshes that are required to be animated have
to be specified on the list. And the direct way is by invoking the function called
updateTransformation() within the framework. This function requires to have the
mesh name, the rotation angle, the axis of the rotation and the translation target.
In the use case implementation, it holds the mesh name of the right front door,
”Tuer VL”. This will tell the class to begin the animation by opening the door with
a given parameters that are specified on the transform list.
From the code snippet above, it is shown the initial setup how to configure
and specify the parser class in QML. Those parameters will be processed by the
parser class and provide a complete scene from a given 3D asset as an entity. In
this example, it is shown that the 3D asset is a FBX file located in a folder OBJ of
the project together with the texture files. With a sub-mesh specified name for the
door animation, called Tuer VL. And parameter to change the color of particular
material of an object from the 3D scene. In this example the Cook-Torrance program
is applied as the material of the body and rims of the car.
Before able to change particular parameter of the entity, there are few steps to
do. Based on the parameter that are specified such as mesh name and the parameter,
the framework will search through the FBX scene to search particular entity that
contains the desired object with its component. In addition, once the framework
found the entity, it will store the entity pointer to a vector array of entity pointer.
This has a purpose of efficiently access the entity so that the framework only needs
to do the searching of particular entity once and by using the stored pointer, it can
be used for further action. These processes are done by two functions to apply the
material color as well as to apply the transformation within the classParser. These
functions are updateMaterialColor() and updateTransformation().
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Figure 6.13: Flow chart to search a particular entity, store the pointer and change
the parameter
In the flow chart shown above, after the entiy is found it will look after particular
component. This could be the material component or transformation component
depends on the parameter that has to be applied. The same thing to do when it
looks after the entity, the framework get the list of components of the current entity
and search for the component.
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Change the Color of the Car
Figure 6.14: Simulation to change particular material color of the car
From the figure 6.14, it is shown that the body color of the car is changed
from red color as it is shown in figure 6.12 into blue color. The color picker on
the left side as well as the slider object below the car as shown in the figure are
the 2D elements that can also be integrated within the use case implementation by
overlaying them into the 3D scene. In order to change the particular parameter of
the material, there are few steps to do to get the right component as drawn in figure
6.13.
Since the goal in this example is to change the body color of the car, several
parts which are related to the body should specified followed by the color target.
Based on these parameters, the framework begins to search from the root entity and
search through its child entities if the entity pointer has not been found and stored
in the vector array. During registering the entities, each entity has been given a
name of particular mesh as its identity. And by looking into the identity attribute,
it is possible to search particular child entity. If the desired entity is not found
neither in the vector array of entity pointers nor from the complete 3D scene, it will
return a message that is stating that the desired child entity has not been found.
Otherwise, if the desired entity is found then it will continue the process by looking
into the material component.
Once the desired child entity found, it will look into material component that is
registered to these entity. Similar to the previous process, if the material component
is not found, then it will return a warning message. And when it is found, then the
parser class will simply apply the new color parameter that is given through QML
and apply a new color to the material component.
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Simulation to open the door of the car
Figure 6.15: Simulation to open the door
From the figure 6.15, it is shown how the door can be opened within the
application. Similar to change the material color as it is shown above, in order to
add or animate a transformation parser class will look over particular entity from
the vector array of entity pointers or by searching it through the complete scene and
search the transformation component of the desired entity.
As it is also shown in the QML code snippet, that the particular sub-mesh has
been specified. In this case is the the door of the car, which is named as Tuer VL
on the scene. Similar to the process of looking into the material component, the
framework starts the process by looking into the entity that is specified as the sub-
mesh either through the complete scene or the vector array of entity pointers and
search for a transformation component of the entity. If the specified sub-mesh does
not have a transformation component, parser class will add a new transformation
component to the entity and apply the given value as the transformation parameter.
On the other hand, if the entity already have a transformation component, it will
simply set the desired transformation parameter.
The rotation of the door can be triggered by particular key event such as mouse
input, keyboard input or touch input. And as it is also shown from the figure 6.15
that the slider below the car can be used to rotate the car. These are examples of
how the controller input can be integrated with the framework through QML.
6.2.2 Implementation with Transmission Engine as the FBX
Asset
The second use case implementation by using the framework, an application is
created to import an external FBX asset with almost three millions of vertices. It is a
model of Transmission Engine. The asset is also dependent on few textures that has
an alpha channel with the scaled UV coordinates. In this use case implementation
it is shown how the framework handles such textures as well as how to apply the
animation state that access an external simulation file through QML.
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Figure 6.16: A Transmission Engine model in FBX format and imported to the
framework
Same as the previous use case implementation that in this application, the object
and component organization of the asset was described in QML with the created
QML type, called FBXParser. And in order to test the animation of particular
object of the asset, the animation property was set and give the rotation angle and
the translation target to the object.
In this example, the crankshaft part of the engine is animated by rotating the
object. Meanwhile the four pistons is also animated by translating the object up
and down.
//Sub−Mesh Name fo r the animation
subMeshTransform : [
TransformMesh{
id : crankShaftMesh ;
name : ” crankShaft ” ;
ro ta t ionAng le : rotat ionParameter ;
r o ta t i onAx i s : Qt . vector3D ( 1 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 )
t r an s l a t i onTarg e t : Qt . vector3D ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 )
} ,
TransformMesh{
id : pistonHeadOutside ;
name : ”PistonHeadOutside ” ;
ro ta t ionAng le : 0 ;
r o ta t i onAx i s : Qt . vector3D ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 )
t r an s l a t i onTarg e t : t rans la t i onParamete r ;
} ,
TransformMesh{
id : p i s tonHeadIns ide ;
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name : ”PistonHeadIns ide ” ;
ro tat ionAng le : 0 ;
r o ta t i onAx i s : Qt . vector3D ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 )
t r an s l a t i onTarg e t : t rans la t i onParamete r ;
} ,
TransformMesh{
id : p i s tonFeetOuts ide ;
name : ”PistonFeetOuts ide ” ;
ro ta t ionAng le : 0 ;
r o ta t i onAx i s : Qt . vector3D ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 )
t r an s l a t i onTarg e t : t rans la t i onParameter2 ;
} ,
TransformMesh{
id : p i s t onFee t In s i d e ;
name : ” P i s tonFee t In s ide ” ;
ro ta t ionAng le : 0 ;
r o ta t i onAx i s : Qt . vector3D ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 )
t r an s l a t i onTarg e t : t rans la t i onParameter2 ;
}
]
The code snippet above shows how to setup which parts of the scene that are
required to be animated. The name of each object has to be specified to let the
framework search the desired object within the root entity. It is differed between
rotation and translation to characterized the transformation parameter. Same as
explained in the previous use case implementation, that the framework will search
into particular entity that contains the desired object components, such as mesh,
material and transformation. Once the entity is found, the framework will create
transformation component either both translation and rotation or only each com-
ponent between translation or rotation.
Access to the external simulation file
Figure 6.17: Class diagram of Read Text class within the framework
The class implementation of reading the simulation file is separated to the parser
classes. It is directly connected to the main program of the framework. As shown
in the figure 6.17 that within the read text class there are two functions which are
invokable through QML. These functions are required to get the desired value from
the external text file specified in QML.
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Before it is able to be used in QML, the framework should register one dedicated
QML for the read text class. Similar to registering a QML type for the parser classes,
it is shown in the code snippet below how to register the QML type and can be used
further in QML.
qmlRegisterType<readText>(”com . daimler . f bxpar s e r ” ,1 , 0 , ” SimulationData ” ) ;
In order to give the translation and rotation parameter of particular objects in
the transmission engine example, the animation state in QML should be set. Since
in this use case implementation, an external file is required to apply the animation,
the connection should be established first. Once the connection is established and
the particular parameter is received, it can be used for the animation engine to apply
the transformation to the desired object.
Figure 6.18: Flow chart of the read text method to get the simulation data from
the external text file
The custom QML type has been created as shown previously in order to integrate
the data from the external simulation file to all components within the user interface
application. To be able to use this QML type, it has to be defined within the QML




id : dataSimulat ion
rowNum: 0 ;
s imu la t i onF i l eSou r c e : ” . . / obj / Ge t r i eb e S imu la t i onF i l e . txt ”
Component . onCompleted : {




i n t e r v a l : 1000 ; running : true ; r epeat : true
onTriggered : {
//Function to increment the de s i r ed row number
dataSimulat ion . rowNum = dataSimulat ion . rowNum +1;
//Transfer the data in to QML prop e r t i e s
s imulat ionparameter1 = dataSimulat ion . getSimulat ionData ( 0 ) ;
s imulat ionparameter2 = dataSimulat ion . getSimulat ionData ( 1 ) ;
s imulat ionparameter3 = dataSimulat ion . getSimulat ionData ( 2 ) ;
s imulat ionparameter4 = dataSimulat ion . getSimulat ionData ( 3 ) ;
s imulat ionparameter5 = dataSimulat ion . getSimulat ionData ( 4 ) ;
}
}
From the code snippet above, it is shown how the simulation file path should
be specified. And a property called ”rowNum” will specify which row should be
accessed at a given point. As mentioned before that to specify the interval time of
one into another access to get the simulation data is described by using the timer
component of QtQuick in QML. By using a timer component it is possible to specify
the interval, therefore the developer can easily set how fast the simulation file should
be accessed. Those data received from the simulation data can be used within the
user interface application to animate particular object as desired.
In order to extend the access to the simulation file, suppose the user interface
needs to use several external simulation files, the component created can easily be
re-used by simply put another SimulationData type and specify another file as the
source as it is shown in the code snippet above.
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6.2.3 Implementation with Speedometer Model as the FBX
Asset
Figure 6.19: A Speedometer model in FBX format and imported to the framework
Another example of implementing the use case with the framework is shown in
the figure 6.19. In the third implementation, a speedometer 3D asset is imported
to the framework and rendered within Qt3D 2.0. In this use case implementation,
the needle is animated by applying the rotation angle and rotation axis similar as
mentioned in the previous use case implementations. In order to animate the needle,
its requires to have similar external simulation file as used in the second use case
implementation. This external simulation file has the rotation target with particular
speed target and used in the QML to specify the rotation angle.
ro ta t i onTarge t : {
i f ( speedFromTxt == 0)
0
else i f ( speedFromTxt == 20)
20
else i f ( speedFromTxt == 40)
40
else i f ( speedFromTxt == 60)
60
else i f ( speedFromTxt == 80)
80
}
Behavior on RotationTarget {





speedometerParser . updateTransformMesh (
needleNode . name , \\Node name o f the need l e
needleNode . rotat ionAngle , \\Rotation ang le o f the need le
needleNode . rotat ionAxi s , \\Rotation ax i s o f the need le
needleNode . t r an s l a t i onTarg e t ) ; \\Trans la t i on o f the need le
}
//Sub−Mesh Name fo r the need l e animation
subMeshTransform : [
TransformMesh{
id : needleNode ;
name : ”TachoZeiger ” ;
ro ta t ionAng le : ro ta t ingTarge t ;
r o ta t i onAx i s : Qt . vector3D (0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , −1 . 0 )
t r an s l a t i onTarg e t : Qt . vector3D ( 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 )
}
]
From the code snippet above, the speedFromTxt is the variable that received the
parameter from the external simulation file. Similar to how it was implemented in
the second use case implementation that the external file is specified explicitly in
QML and being accessed through the custom QML type created, called Simulation-
Data. And in this use case implementation, the needle is updated within 60 Hz as
it is ruled for the instrument cluster as mentioned in the chapter 2.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter provides a conclusion of the previous chapters and offers some ideas
for future work.
7.1 Conclusion
The goal of this master thesis was to develop a framework in order to create an
interactive 3D user interface applications in vehicles. With the newly released Qt
Framework it allows developer to create an interactive 3D user interface application,
hence, it has been chosen to be utilized as the approach in this master thesis.
This master thesis proves that it is possible to create a 3D user interface ap-
plication with the approached framework concept by utilizing the technology that
is included within the newly released Qt Framework, called Qt3D 2.0 that has the
ability to create a 3D space with the 3D objects within the Qt application. With the
implemented use cases, several QML components used as the specification of object
behaviors and animations are also included. The framework also includes the FBX
SDK to have the access to the 3D scene, the access to read the external simulation
file, a digital content creation like Autodesk Maya to create the 3D asset and GLSL
technology to create a more-real visualization of surfaces.
The applications created as the use case examples, has proved that the require-
ments stated in the Chapter 3 can be realized by the framework. It has been able
to import many kind of formats including FBX, and have a full access to the asset.
Once the asset successfully parsed, the attributes are ready to be used and can be
extended as desired. Within the framework itself offers few QML types that can be
used multiple times with particular purposes, such as to load the FBX file, to access
the external simulation and to specify particular mesh of the scene to be accessed.
The demo is also able to load the external simulation file and use it for the states of
the animation engine within the application. The framework can also be controlled
by the external controller. The result of the framework was deployed in Windows
platforms
However, the framework still has few drawbacks since it is using the Qt frame-
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work as the core framework. It is shown when a 3D scene is imported and rendered
within the user interface, the memory consumption seems to be leaked1. When
the memory consumption increased, it will affect the performance of the animation
states within the application as well that makes the interactive action in the appli-
cation is also interrupted. Another drawback is that with current version of Qt3D
2.0 in Qt 5.5.0, it is not possible to do picking mechanism that allows user to click
or pick particular part or object of the scene. In the modern 3D visualization it
is more useful for the user experiences to have such feature that enable the user
to dynamically choose part of the 3D object that should be highlighted and give
particular information about it through particular user input, e.g. mouse input or
touch input.
7.2 Future Work
A new era of an interactive 3D user interface in automotive industry has been
brought up for few years though the improvements are still on progress. Qt Frame-
work brings a new technology that seems promising as the solution and compete
with other framework of the 3D user interface creation. Though it is released, there
are few things that seems to be improved on the technology. Such as memory leak
when independently create an own mesh of an object.
Highlighting on the opportunity to continue the development of the framework
that one part of the requirement to have a clipping plane supported to prevent the
renderer from calculating surfaces at an extreme distance from the viewer can not
be realized at the current state of the framework. And as officially announced that
this feature will be included in the next release of Qt3D, hence, the evaluation and
experiment of this feature to extend the ability of the framework can be done for
future work.
The new Qt 5.5.1 release with bug fixes from the current version will be released
in the near future. Some new advance features are announced to be part of the next
Qt release, Qt 5.6. There is an expectation that the new features will enable the
framework to improve the ability by having more flexibility of rendering pipeline that
allow the UI developer to specify them independently, e.g. the speedometer needle
should be updated within 60 Hz while the rest objects of the scene are updated
within 30 Hz. This will allow the UI developer to develop a complex user interface
with different rendering scheme.
Since the Qt framework allows the developer to deploy the application to run in
several platforms other than Windows, it is also possible for future work to imple-
ment and deploy the applications created within this master thesis to run in other
platforms since during the development of the framework, it is only implemented
under Windows platform.
As mentioned previously that the framework provides three options of material
1This drawback has been reported as a Bug Report of the Qt 5.5.0 to Digia
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that can be used, as the future work if any other material models are required
for the framework, some new material classes can be added to the framework. To
extend the material capability of the framework, a new class that is also derived
from QMaterial can be created by taking a reference into the implemented material
classes that are provided by the framework at the current stage. The algorithm of
handling and choose which material should be used within the parsing process are
done in the function called createFbxMaterial. Within the class created for the new
material should also take into account that each parameter that are going to be
used in the GLSL shader program should be specified with the same identity. And
a new QML property can be added in the classParser to enable the user interface
developer to specifying particular variable through QML.
The last possibility for future work is to implement the concept for having the
user interface in the car. Since it is also part of the concept to use ROS for getting
the signal data from the car, the framework can be tested and configured to the
display system of the car and can be evaluated, analyzed and integrated with the
real-time signal data of the car.
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